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Executive Summ~ 

Purpose As the telephone industry moves to a more competitive structure, about 
1,400 local telephone companies face regulatory and technological 
changes. Small rural companies could have more difficulty in adjusting 
to some changes because they serve low-density areas and tend to have 
high fixed costs. The Congress, rural telephone representatives, and the 
Rural Electrification Administration are concerned about rural tele- 
phone companies’ ability to continue providing affordable service. 

The Chairmen of two Subcommittees of the House Committee on Gov- 
ernment Operations asked GAO to review the key issues and problems 
facing rural telephone companies and subscribers in this changing 
environment. 

Background The Communications Act of 1934 and the 1949 telephone amendment to 
the Rural Electrification Act provide for adequate, affordable telephone 
service in rural America. According to the Bureau of the Census, about 
90 percent of rural households have telephones. 

Recent Federal Communications Commission regulatory decisions are 
designed to assist the industry’s transition from a monopolistic structure 
to a competitive one. The Commission believes that competition will 
result in increased technical innovation, lower costs, and greater respon- 
siveness to consumer needs. 

Results in Brief The major rural telephone service issues relate to whether (1) local rates 
will increase significantly as a result of federal and state regulatory 
changes that are shifting certain costs from long-distance to local service 
and that have increased administrative costs, (2) long-distance rates will 
increase in rural areas if urban and rural costs are no longer averaged in 1 
setting long-distance rates, (3) subscribers will benefit from the competi- 
tion of long-distance companies, and (4) technological improvements will 
lower the cost of telephone service. 

GAO conducted case studies at 10 small rural telephone companies-2 
each in Colorado, Kansas, Missouri, New Mexico, and Oklahoma-to 
find out how these 10 companies and their subscribers were being 
affected by these issues. The 10 companies had not experienced signifi- 
cant adverse effects from the many regulatory changes. However, the 
companies see much uncertainty over the future direction of regulation 
and the industry. They believe local rates may eventually have to be 
increased. 
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GAO’s Analysis 

Recovery of h ontraffic- 
Sensitive Cost 

The most important issue affecting rural service relates to Commission 
changes on recovering nontraffic-sensitive costs. These costs do not 
vary with usage and are concentrated in the telephone lines between a 
customer and the telephone company. This issue is significant because 
of its potential for raising local rates and its effect on how subscribers 
pay for their telephone service. In recognition of its potential impact, the 
Commission has created financial assistance programs for high-cost tele- 
phone companies and low-income subscribers. 

The Commission added a flat monthly subscriber line charge-now $2 
for each residential and single-line business customer and $6 per lme for 
multi-line business customers-to local service bills to recover a part of 
the interstate nontraffic- sensitive costs. States can also add line charges 
to recover the intrastate part. The old method collected the nontraffic- 
sensitive costs from charges for long-distance service. The changed 
method, originally scheduled to be phased in over 8 years, now is being 
evaluated by the Commission. 

Tncrpsed Administrative 
BurGen 

I 

AI1 10 companies GAO studied had experienced increased administrative 
costs. Five companies provided GAO with estimates of annual admims- 
trative cost increases ranging from $12,000 to $91,000, or about $ .37 to 
$2.07 per customer per month. These increases were primarily for con- 
sultant fees, staff time, and increased travel costs related to the compa- 
nies’ implementation of various regulatory and administrative changes. 
In this regard, the United States Telephone Association filed a petition 
with the Commission in February 1986 asking for a reduction in certain 
administrative requirements for small telephone companies. The Com- 
mission is considering this petition and has proposed some relief 

b 

Future Increase in Long- 
Distance Rates 

Long-distance rates have traditionally been based on average costs even 
though similar calls involving equal calling distance may vary much in 
actual cost. This rate averaging system works in favor of rural cus- 
tomers whose long-distance service generally costs more per call 

Eight of the 10 companies were concerned that the Commission or state 
commissions would “deaverage” rates for long-distance service in the 
future to encourage competition. The Commission has stated it has no 
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plans to deaverage interstate rates. However, rural telephone interests 
believe the Commission’s general encouragement of cost-based telephone 
service pricing, coupled with its desire to encourage competition, could 
eventually lead to deaveraging. 

Outlook for Competition 
and Technological 
Improvements 

The 10 companies differed on whether much competition for long-dis- 
tance service would occur in their service areas. However, those compa- 
nies operating near large metropolitan areas, such as Denver and Kansas 
City, did see some competition occurring. 

About 600,000 residents in the lower 48 states are without telephone 
service because they live in isolated locations where conventional tele- 
phone service is not provided. Although rural companies are introducing 
technology to reach new customers or improve service, the 10 compa- 
nies had a mixed outlook towards technology’s potential for expanding 
rural telephone service and reducing its cost. Four companies questioned 
the potential benefits and cost-effectiveness of new technology, 
including one that said it creates pressure to raise rates. 

Companies’ Operations 

. 

Through 1986 the companies were financially healthy despite fears that 
the recent federal or state regulatory changes could have detrimental 
effects on local rates and subscribership levels, especially in rural areas. 
For example: 

In 1986 all 10 companies were profitable with rates of return on net 
worth ranging from 14 to 32 percent. 
Only one of the companies had increased local telephone rates since 
1983 (not including the subscriber line charge), and this increase was 
related to a system upgrade. Two companies had filed a request for rate . 
increases with their state commissions. 
Since 1981 six of the companies had experienced increased subscriber- 
ship. Losses at the other four companies appear to be related to poor 
local economies rather than to regulatory decisions. 

Companies’ Overall 
Response to Changing 
Iqdustry Environment 

GAO found that the 10 companies had not experienced significant 
adverse effects from various regulatory and industry changes. However, 
the companies were very concerned about the possible effects of 
changes (individually and cumulatively) on their future operations. 
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Executive Summary 

The companies were taking few steps to respond directly to the 
changing industry and regulatory environment. They were less con- 
cerned with their present situation than with the uncertainty of future 
developments, including whether future regulatory decisions would 
cause local rates to increase. 

Recommendations GAO is making no recommendations. 

Agency Comments GAO discussed the material in this report with officials of the Commis- 
sion’s Common Carrier Bureau, the Rural Electrification Administration, 
and industry trade associations and has included their comments where 
appropriate. The various officials were in general agreement with the 
report’s information. GAO, however, did not request official agency com- 
ments on a draft of this report. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

In recent years the telephone industry has experienced fundamental 
changes centering on the breakup of the Bell Telephone System and the 
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) decisions promoting competi- 
tion. These changes have raised concerns among congressional commit- 
tees, consumer groups, and others about the cost of telephone service 
and the ability of many Americans to pay higher local telephone rates. 
Rural areas may be at risk in this changing environment because they 
are served by many small, cooperatively owned or commercial telephone 
companies with limited resources, low-density service areas, high costs, 
and heavy dependence on long-distance revenue. This report examines 
the key issues affecting rural telephone companies and their 
subscribers. 

The 
tt 

ommunications Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C. 161 et seq.{established a 
na onal goal of universal telephone service-to make tesidential ser- 
vice generally available at a reasonable price. Efforts to achieve uni- 
versal service have been quite successful. In 1986 about 92 percent of 
all households had telephone service, compared with only 46 percent in 
1946. Although recent data are not available on rural areas, in its 1980 
census the Bureau of the Census reported that 90.6 percent of rural 
households had a telephone. 

Increased telephone service is due, in part, to over 87.7 billion in low 
interest loans and loan guarantees made by the Rural Electrification 
Administration (REA) to small rural telephone companies and to the rela- 
tive drop in residential service cost over a 40-year period. Data collected 
by Bell Communications Research, Inc., show that in 1940 6 hours of 
work were required to pay for 1 month of residential service with 100 
calls. By 1980, only l-1/2 hours were required for that same service. 

The FCC has issued a number of regulatory decisions to change the tele- I 
phone industry from a monopolistic to a competitive structure. The FCC 
has stated that increased competition will benefit the public by fostering 
technical innovation, lower costs, and increased responsiveness to con- 
sumer needs. To move toward a competitive industry, the FCC has issued 
decisions designed to price each telephone service more closely to what 
it believes is the actual cost of providing the service (cost-based pricing). 
The FCC generally maintains that cost-based pricing is better suited to 
the emerging competitive structure of the industry than the traditional 
practice of setting rates for some services (such as long-distance) above 
their costs in order to hold down costs for other services (such as local 
residential). In addition, states are considering whether they should 
make changes similar to the FCC. 
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The FCC’S decisions, however, have proved to be controversial and have 
raised concerns about whether the United States can achieve its uni- 
versal service goal in a competitive industry that relies on cost-based 
pricing. Rates based on cost are of serious concern in some rural areas 
where low population density tends to cause the telephone company to 
have high fixed costs per subscriber. Consequently, small rural tele- 
phone companies fear that their subscribers may not be able to afford 
telephone service in the future. 

Legislation Promoting 
Universal Service 

nation’s policy for common carrier telecommunications, including tele- 
phone service. The act created the FCC 

“[fjor the purpose of regulating mterstate and foreign commerce in communication 
by wire and radio so as to make available, so far as possible, to all the people of the 
United States a rapid, efficient, Nation-wide, and world-wide wire and radio commu- 
nication service with adequate facilities at reasonable charges...” 

The FCC in recent years has interpreted this policy statement, although 
general in nature, to encompass several goals-efficiency, universality 
of service, reasonable charges, and innovative services. 

The act also generally excludes the FCC from jurisdiction with respect to 
“charges, classifications, practices, services, facilities, or regulations for 
or in connection with intrastate communication service by wire or radio 
of any carrier.” Each state has a public utility commission charged with 
overseeing the provision of intrastate telephone services. 

The FCC and the states generally regulate telephone service within their 
jurisdictions using rate of return/rate base regulation. Under this 
system a regulatory agency tries to simulate a competitive outcome by 
limiting a regulated firm’s revenues to its cost of service, including a 
reasonable return on investment. This involves determining the firm’s 
reasonable costs of plant (rate base) and expenses and the prices that it 
should charge for its products and services to cover its costs and pro- 
vide a fair return to investors. 

Following a decline in the percentage of farms with telephones between 
1920 and 1940,’ the Congress amended the’Rura1 Electrification Act in 
1949 to authorize the REA Administrator to make low interest loans to 

*The percentage of farms wth telephones slipped from 38 percent to 26 percent 
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persons, public bodies, and cooperatives to improve and extend tele- 
phone service in rural areas. In authorizing the telephone loan program, 
the Congress directed that the program be conducted to assure the avail- 
ability of adequate telephone service to the widest practicable number 
of rural users of such service. A rural area was defined as any area not 
within the boundaries of a city, village, or borough having a population 
in excess of 1,600 inhabitants. At the end of 1986, cumulative REA loans 
and loan guarantees to about 1,000 small, independent rural telephone 
companies totaled over $7.7 billion, including about $388 million in new 
loans during 1986. 

The Nationwide 
Telephone Network 

Over the years, the Bell System and the more than 1,400 non-Bell tele- 
phone companies (independents) had developed an interconnected tele- 
phone network that essentially served the entire country, extending 
telephone service to businesses and over 92 percent of all residences. 
This network enabled customers to call nationwide through the inter- 
connection of these companies’ transmission and switching facilities. 

Before the January 1, 1984, court-ordered divestiture, the Bell System 
designed, built, and operated a communications system that dominated 
the nation’s telephone and telecommunications industry. The Bell 
System included American Telephone and Telegraph (AT&T), 22 Bell- 
owned operating companies,2 the Western Electric Company, and Bell 
Telephone Laboratories, Inc. AT&T served as the parent company; the 
Bell companies were the system’s principal domestic telephone oper- 
ating companies; the Western Electric Company, the system’s manufac- 
turing arm; and Bell Telephone Laboratories, the system’s research and 
development arm. 

Competition, FCC deregulatory decisions, and the Bell System divestiture I 
have significantly changed the local and long-distance telephone 
industry. First, the Bell System had provided long-distance services 
through AT&T'S Long Lines Department and the Bell companies in coop 
eration with the independent telephone companies. New companies, 
“other common carriers,” have been allowed to enter the long-distance 
market to compete with AT&T. Two of the more well known of these com- 
panies are MCI Telecommunications Corporation and US Sprint Commu- 
nications. Second, the Bell System divestiture split the Bell System’s 

%I addition to the 22 Bell companies, AT&T was affihated Hrlth the Southern New England Tele- 
phone Company and Cincinnati Bell, Inc However, these two companies, unhke the 22 Bell compa- 
nies, were not majorltyxwned subsidiaries of AT&T 
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transmission functions in half and divided the country into about 160 
geographic areas called local access and transport areas @ATAS). The 
divestiture agreement assigned the Bell companies local exchange and 
exchange access service, including local service and long-distance ser- 
vice, within their designated geographic areas. The Bell companies, 
including Cincinnati Bell and Southern New England Telephone, provide 
local services to about 80 percent of the nation’s 118 million lines in 
both urban and rural areas. AT&T was assigned long-distance services 
among the various geographic areas. 

Independent Companies The independents serve about 20 percent of the nation’s subscribers, 
primarily in rural areas, while covering about one-half of the land area. 
The independents include commercial, cooperative, and municipal sys- 
tems. Most of the independents are very small with about 1,100 of the 
1,400 companies serving less than 20,000 telephone lmes, In contrast, 
Nevada Bell, the smallest Bell company, serves about 167,000 telephone 
lines. However, there are 4 independent holding companies that serve 
more than 1 million lines, including the General Telephone and Elec- 
tronics Corporation, which serves about 10 million lines. 

Although independent telephone companies that borrow from REA 

account for only a small portion of the domestic telephone industry, 
they still have substantial resources and provide service to many rural 
subscribers. For example, in 1986 telephone companies with REA loans 
had total assets of more than $9 billion, including telephone plant less 
reserves exceeding $7 billion. These companies provided telephone ser- 
vice to about 4.8 million subscribers. Through REA the federal govern- 
ment has been a primary source of funds to these companies, REA 
providing about 1,000 of them with cumulative financing of over $7.7 
billion. 

Methodology ment, Energy, and Natural Resources and the Subcommittee on Govern- 
ment Information, Justice, and Agriculture-asked us to (1) identify 
and discuss the key issues and problems facing rural telephone compa- 
nies and subscribers and (2) illustrate how these issues might impact 
small rural telephone companies and subscribers. 
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To identify key rural telephone issues, we held discussions with repre- 
sentatives of the FCC, REA, the National Telecommunications and Infor- 
mation Administration (NT@, industry associations, and about 26 small 
telephone companies. (NTIA, an agency in the Department of Commerce, 
develops and presents executive branch views on telecommunications 
and information policy.) We also reviewed pertinent studies and records 
obtained from these representatives and other sources. 

To illustrate the issues’ potential impact on rural telephone service, we 
selected 10 small rural telephone companies for case studies. Cur selec- 
tions were made from the population of RlZA borrowers and were based 
on size, geographic distribution, and other indicators. Our methodology 
for selecting the companies was discussed with representatives of the 
requesters’ offices who agreed with the approach. While recognizing 
that the findings from these case studies would not be representative of 
all 1,100 small companies, we believed the insight gained would be valu- 
able for identifying what factors regulators and the Congress should 
pay attention to, if quality telephone service at reasonable prices is to be 
maintained in rural areas served by small telephone companies. Case 
studies on each of the 10 companies are included as appendixes to this 
report. 

These case studies were limited to small rural telephone companies and 
their subscribers because they appeared to face more risks under the 
new regulatory environment. For example, the FCC has noted that these 
companies generally have a smaller base of business subscribers and 
less flexibility than larger companies for recovering above average costs 
without increasing local rates. Small companies have also depended 
heavily on long-distance service revenues to recover the costs of their 
local facilities.3 REA companies receive an average of 66 percent of their 
total revenues from long-distance service compared with 46 percent for . 
the Bell companies. Due to the focus of our review, our findings are not 
representative of rural areas served by the Bell companies or other large 
telephone companies. 

We selected companies that were REA borrowers for several reasons: (1) 
a telephone company receiving an REA loan must serve a rural area, (2) 
REA borrowers submit annual financial and operating statistics to REA, 

3Since local facilities are used for originating and completing longdlstance calls, the local telephone 
company receives a portion of longdistance revenues to cover the costs of these PacMes 
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which facilitated our data collection efforts, and (3) the federal govern- 
ment has a strong interest in the financial health of REA borrowers since 
they owe the federal government billions of dollars in outstanding loans. 

We limited our case studies to telephone companies with less than 
20,000 telephone lines. Twenty thousand lines was selected because it 
was the number used by the United States Telephone Association, an 
association representing the entire telephone industry, as a cut-off point 
to define a “small” telephone company. 

We selected companies in five states west of the Mississippi River. These 
states were Colorado, Kansas, Missouri, New Mexico, and Oklahoma. We 
focused on western states because REA and industry association officials 
told us that regulatory decisions affecting small rural telephone compa- 
nies were a major concern in these areas because of the companies’ high 
costs and dependence on long-distance revenues. Selecting companies in 
several states was important because state decisions can have signifi- 
cant impacts on rural telephone service and because state regulatory 
decisions can vary between states, depending on a state’s regulatory 
philosophy. 

Using the critena discussed above and our judgment, we selected 10 tel- 
ephone companies -two in each state. We sought to obtain as much 
variety in the companies as possible; that is, we selected companies that 
differed in (1) size, as represented by the number of subscribers, (2) 
market density, as indicated by the number of subscribers per mile of 
telephone line, (3) profitability, as indicated by the amount of income 
per subscriber, and (4) reliance on toll revenues, as indicated by the per- 
centage of the company’s costs recovered from long-distance revenues. 

To develop a baseline to evaluate how the issues and problems might 
affect the 10 telephone companies and their subscribers, we examined 
companies’ data indicating their overall health from 1976 to 1986, espe- 
cially the last 6 years. These data were 

. the general financial health of the company as shown by trends in 
profits and certain financial ratios; 

l the price of rural telephone service as shown by the current local rate 
and recent increases in the local rate; and 

l the trend in the number of subscribers served by the company, espe- 
cially in regard to any declines. 
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In addition, using REA statistics on all of its borrowers, we analyzed 
financial and subscriber trends from 1981 to 1986. We did not indepen- 
dently verify or assess the reliability of the REA data base because of the 
resources that would have been required. However, we did note that 
REA’S data base is a common data source used in studies of REA 

borrowers. 

To determine how the issues and problems would affect rural telephone 
companies and subscribers, we relied primarily on information and 
insights obtained from the owners and managers of the 10 companies. 
Because small telephone companies maintain that divestiture and the 
changing regulatory environment have created an administrative 
burden, we did not want to add to that burden unnecessarily. Conse- 
quently, we tried to limit our data collection efforts to data that the 
companies had readily available. 

We discussed the information obtained from the case study companies 
with the FCC’S Common Carrier Bureau, RFA, the National Telephone 
Cooperative Association, the United States Telephone Association, the 
National Rural Telecom Association, and the Organization for the 
Advancement and Protection of Small Telephone Companies. The var- 
ious officials were in general agreement with the information. Their 
views and comments have been included in the report where 
appropriate. 

Our field work was conducted from February 1986 through September 
1986 at FCC and REA headquarters, the National Telephone Cooperative 
Association, and the United States Telephone Association in Wash- 
ington, DC.; and at 10 small rural telephone companies in Colorado, 
Kansas, Missouri, New Mexico, and Oklahoma. We performed our work 
in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. b 
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Chapter 2 

Key Issues Affecting Rural Telephone Service -- 

As the telecommunications industry moves from a monopolistic to a 
competitive structure, regulatory and technological changes will affect 
local telephone companies of all sizes. Many small, independent rural 
companies, however, may have more difficulty in dusting to some of 
these changes than larger companies because smaller companies have a 
lower density of subscribers in their service areas, a tendency to have 
higher fixed costs per subscriber, and less flexibility in recovering 
above-average costs without increasing local rates. This has caused the 
Congress, REA, and representatives of the rural telephone industry to be 
concerned about the ability of rural telephone companies to continue 
providing affordable service to their subscribers. 

Rural telephone companies, their industry representatives, and FCC and 
REA officials identified five issues that are particularly important to the 
future availability and affordability of rural telephone service: 

l the effect of changes in the recovery of nontraffic-sensitive costs on 
rural local service rates, 

. the increases in administrative and regulatory burdens on rural compa- 
nies caused by regulatory and industry changes, 

l the possible increases in rural long-distance rates if urban and rural 
costs are no longer averaged in setting long-distance rates, 

. the failure of rural areas to benefit from price competition for long-dis- 
tance service because of the slower development of long-distance compe- 
tition in rural areas, and 

l the potential for technological improvements to lower the cost of rural 
service and promote its spread to rural areas currently without 
telephones. 

This chapter discusses these issues, as well as recent regulatory devel- 
opments that bear on them. . 

Issue One: Effect of 
Changes in the 
Recovery of 
Nontraffic-Sensitive 
Costs on Rural 
Telephone Rates 

Nontraffic-sensitive costs are those costs that a local telephone company 
incurs in providing its subscribers with a connection to the company’s 
central offices. The nontraffic-sensitive portion of the company’s plant 
is largely comprised of the telephone lines (called “local loops”) running 
from the subscribers’ premises to these central offices. A company’s 
nontraffic-sensitive costs primarily depend on the number of its sub- 
scribers and the average length of its subscribers’ local loops. Non- 
traffic-sensitive costs do not vary with the amount of telephone traffic 
carried over the loops, which is why they are generally considered to be 
“fixed” costs. 
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FCC’S decision to change the way in which local companies recover their 
nontraffic-sensitive costs is the most important issue affecting the 
affordability of rural telephone service in terms of (1) its potential for 
raising local rates, (2) its limit on the percentage of nontraffic-sensitive 
costs that local companies can recover from interstate long-distance ser- 
vices, (3) its affect on how subscribers pay for their telephone service, 
(4) the financial assistance programs it has created for high-cost tele- 
phone companies and low-income subscribers, and (6) the controversy 
and opposition it has engendered from the Congress, the states, and con- 
sumer groups. 

Changes in the way nontraffic-sensitive costs are recovered could result 
in higher local rates in low-density rural areas (where nontraffic-sensi- 
tive costs tend to be higher on a per subscriber basis) than in urban 
areas. The FCC has decided that local companies can allocate no more 
than 26 percent of their nontraffic-sensitive costs to interstate service. 
Small rural companies have allocated as much as 86 percent of their 
nontraffic-sensitive costs to interstate service, thereby helping to keep 
local rates low. The MX: has also decided that local companies should 
recover some of these costs directly from the subscriber. In addition, 
states are considering whether they should make changes similar to the 
FCC’S in how intrastate nontraffic-sensitive costs are recovered (for 
example, by recovering them from the subscriber). 

Industrywide, nontraffic-sensitive costs are substantial. For example, in 
1984 annual costs for installing and maintaining local loops amounted to 
nearly $26 billion. With about 113 million local loops nationwide, this 
total averaged out to about $219 per loop. However, loop costs can vary 
greatly from company to company. For example, nearly 230 small com- 
panies have nontraffic-sensitive costs of over $360 per loop, or $30 per 
month, with a few of over $1,000 per loop.’ Nontraffic-sensitive costs 
also tend to be higher in low-density rural areas than in urban areas 
because rural populations are more dispersed, requiring longer loop 
lengths per subscriber. (In its work on allocation of nontraffic-sensitive 
costs, the F&S Federal-State Joint Board found that density was a sig- 
nificant factor explaining high local exchange costs. However, the Joint 
Board also found that there were still many companies whose cost levels 
were not adequately explained by their density.) 

‘Based on data subnutted m 1986 by local telephone compames to the National Exchange Carrier 
Assoclation (NEXT) 
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Because of their tendency to have higher nontraffic-sensitive costs, 
many rural telephone companies serving low-density areas have come to 
rely heavily on a method of nontraffic-sensitive cost allocation (first 
introduced in the 1940’s) that enabled them to recover a large per- 
centage of these costs from interstate long-distance revenues, rather 
than from local service rates. In December 1982, however, the FCC 
decided to make major changes to this allocation and recovery method. 
Rural companies are concerned that these changes will significantly cur- 
tail their ability to recover nontraffic-sensitive costs from interstate rev- 
enues, thereby forcing them to recover more nontraffic-sensitive costs 
from intrastate revenue sources, such as local service rates. 

Development of Nontraffic- In the early decades of telephone service, local companies recovered all 
Sensitive Allocation and of their nontraffic-sensitive costs from their own subscribers. In 1930, 

Cost-Recovery Methods however, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled in effect that a portion of the 
local companies’ exchange plant costs should be assigned to toll opera- 
tions if the plant was used for originating or completing toll calls. This 
decision was implemented in 1943, when local telephone companies 
began to recover a portion of their nontraffic-sensitive costs from the 
revenues generated by AT&T'S toll service. 

Determining what proportion of nontraffic-sensitive costs should be 
recovered from interstate long-distance revenues was an important issue 
because it had a bearing on local rates. The more nontraffic-sensitive 
costs a local company recovered from interstate long-distance revenues, 
the less revenue it needed to recover from intrastate services, such as 
local residential service. This issue has been addressed repeatedly by 
federal and state regulators over the past 40 years. 

Initially, the regulators allowed each local company to allocate non- b 
traffic-sensitive costs to interstate service on the basis of the percentage 
of time that its facilities were used for interstate calls relative to total 
use. In 1943 the average allocation was 3 percent, since 3 percent of the 
nation’s telephone traffic was interstate. 

Beginning in the early 1960’s, the FCC, with the assistance of state regu- 
lators and the consent of the industry, began to revise the method of 
nontraffic-sensitive allocation and recovery. They gradually allocated 
an increasing proportion of nontraffic-sensitive costs to interstate in 
order to help promote the spread of affordable local telephone service. 
(In 1960, only 62 percent of the nation’s households had telephone ser- 
vice, compared to about 92 percent in 1986.) In the last such revision to 
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be adopted (the 1970 Ozark Plan), the percentage of nontraffic-sensitive 
costs that a company could recover from interstate service was based on 
its “subscriber plant factor.” 

The subscriber plant factor was determined using a complex formula 
but was basically a weighted measure that approximately tripled a com- 
pany’s relative interstate usage. This weighting resulted in significantly 
increased levels of interstate nontraffic-sensitive allocations during the 
1970’s. As the actual relative use of local telephone facilities for inter- 
state calls rose from about 6 percent in 1971 to about 8 percent in 1981, 
the average weighted interstate allocation rose from about 16 percent to 
about 26 percent. By 1981, some small rural companies with a relatively 
high amount of interstate calling were able to allocate as much as 86 
percent of their nontraffic-sensitive costs to interstate. 

FCC% Decision to Change 
Nontraffic-Sensitive 
Allodation and Recovery 
Methpds 

While the subscriber plant factor process helped to keep local rates low, 
it also increased the revenue requirement for interstate long-distance 
service, which was reflected in higher toll rates. By the late 1970’s, the 
FCC decided that the old system of allocation needed to be reviewed, in 
large part, because long- distance companies had emerged during the 
1970’s to compete with AT&T. Regulators and the industry raised ques- 
tions about the terms under which these new companies would interact 
with the nontraffic-sensitive allocation procedures. Specifically, AT&T'S 

competitors purchased only local exchange service in providing their 
customers access to their long-distance services and were not party to 
the division of revenues (referred to as settlements) by which local car- 
riers in effect received a contribution from AT&T Long Lines for their 
interstate operating costs. 

In addition, the FCC was concerned over the rising average level of the 
subscriber plant factor. The subscriber plant factor was a particularly 
important issue because the emergence of long-distance competition and 
advances in transmission technology made it possible for heavy long- 
distance users (mainly large businesses) to set up private long-distance 
links that “bypassed” the local telephone company’s facilities. Bypass 
systems do not contribute revenue to cover the local telephone com- 
pany’s nontraffic-sensitive costs and, therefore, its users may incur 
lower costs than users of regular long-distance service.2 But at the same 

2Thislssuelsdisawed in detail in our August 1986 report, -hone 0xnmumcations. Bypasas 
the Local Telephone Companies (GAO/RcnrsssS) 
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time, reduced local telephone revenues mean the possibility of higher 
rates for subscribers served by the local telephone company. 

After a lengthy review process that considered the views of state regu- 
lators, industry representatives, and consumer groups, the FCC decided 
that the old allocation method was not suited to a competitive long-dis- 
tance market and the threat of bypass. Consequently, in December 1982 
the FCC adopted its “Access Charge” decision (93 FCC 2nd 241[1983]), 
which dramatically changed nontraffic-sensitive allocation and recovery 
methods. 

Under the access charge decision (and its subsequent modifications), the 
subscriber plant factor would be replaced by a procedure under which 
all local companies would allocate no more than 26 percent of their non- 
traffic-sensitive costs to interstate service. Companies that have been 
allocating more than this percentage are required to phase down to the 
26-percent level (often referred to as the “gross allocator”) in S-percent 
increments over 8 to 12 years, beginning in 1986. Shortly thereafter, in a 
parallel proceeding, the FCC decided to phase out the practice of recov- 
ering nontraffic-sensitive costs allocated to interstate service from inter- 
state longdistance revenues. Instead, the telephone companies were to 
recover these interstate allocations directly from their subscribers in the 
form of a flat monthly “subscriber line charge” (also referred to as end- 
user access charge), collected as part of the monthly local service bills. 
The subscriber line charge would vary from company to company, 
depending on the company’s costs. The Congressional Budget Office esti- 
mated that if the FCC’S subscriber line charge plan had been fully imple- 
mented in 1982, the average monthly subscriber line charge would have 
been about $6. 

However, there was considerable opposition to the subscriber line 
charge by the Congress, state regulators, and consumer groups, who 
argued that interstate long-distance companies should continue to con- 
tribute to nontraffic-sensitive costs to keep local service affordable. The 
FCC responded to this opposition by delaying and then scaling down the 
implementation of the subscriber line charge. By mid-1986, businesses 
with more than one telephone line were paying a maximum subscriber 
line charge of $6 per month per line, while residences and single-line 
businesses were paying $2 per month. The RX has ordered that the sub- 
scriber line charge will continue to remain frozen at these levels pending 
the results of a comprehensive review of the effects of its access charge 
decision by a Federal-State Joint Board (convened by the FCC, and made 
up of four state regulatory commissioners and three FCC commissioners). 
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This review began in July 1986 and is discussed at the end of this 
section. 

Effects on Rural Telephone The cumulative effect of these cost-recovery changes on local service 
Service rates in rural areas will vary from company to company. Those rural 

companies that have been allocating large percentages of their non- 
traffic-sensitive costs to interstate service may need to raise more rev- 
enue from intrastate sources, such as local rates, to offset the effects of 
phasing down to the 26-percent gross allocator. The higher the per- 
centage that a company had been allocating, the greater the potential 
for increases in local rates. However, companies that have been recov- 
ering close to 26 percent of their nontraffic-sensitive costs from inter- 
state revenues will experience little, if any impact, from this particular 
decision. In addition, rural subscribers (like urban subscribers) are sub- 
ject to paying the subscriber line charge. The impact of the subscriber 
line charge on subscribers of high-cost rural companies could be sub- 
stantial if the FCC decides to continue shifting the interstate nontraffic- 
sensitive allocation to the subscribers in the form of subscriber line 
charges. 

While the effect of the subscriber line charge is to increase local service 
costs, its use has enabled interstate long-distance rates to decline since 
long-distance service no longer has to cover as much of the local compa- 
nies’ nontraffic-sensitive costs as before. The FCC pointed out in a July 
1986 press release that both urban and rural subscribers benefit from 
the interstate reductions, which the FCC estimated at an average of 20 
percent since divestiture. Subsequently, the FCC ordered that AT&T 
reduce its rates again, effective January 1,1987. The FCC projected that 
its order would cause the average price of long-distance calls to drop 
another 11 percent. 

Nevertheless, the FCC recognized that its access charge decision could 
contribute to local rate increases, which in turn might jeopardize the 
affordability of local telephone service, particularly in rural areas. It 
therefore directed a Federal-State Joint Board to develop assistance pro- 
grams to help both companies and individual subscribers deal with the 
effects of these changes.3 The resulting programs, the Universal Service 
Fund and the Lifeline Assistance Program, were adopted by the FCC and 
were being implemented in 1986. 

3Joint Boards are convened by the FCC under prov~ions of the Commumcat~ons Act to address regu- 
latory ISSIB of mutual importance to state public utibties commissions and the FCC 
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Universal Service Fund The FCC’S “Universal Service Fund” is designed to ensure that telephone 
rates remain affordable, especially for subscribers served by smaller, 
rural telephone companies. With the fund, companies with high non- 
traffic-sensitive costs per loop can recover a portion of these costs from 
the fund, which is supported by an additional allocation from carrier 
access charges paid by long-distance companies. 

In devising the fund, the Joint Board concluded that assistance should 
be targeted to companies having above-average nontraffic-sensitive 
costs, since this is the single most important factor in determining the 
price of telephone service. The Joint Board recognized this approach 
would not cover all the companies adversely affected by the changes in 
nontraffic-sensitive cost recovery. For example, companies with high 
relative interstate usage and a high subscriber plant factor, but average 
nontraffic-sensitive costs, will lose interstate support as they move to 
the 26-percent gross allocator without being eligible for fund support, 
However, the Joint Board believed that such companies should be able 
to adjust to decreased interstate support without raising their local 
exchange rates above the national average. 

The main goal of the fund is to provide increased protection for sub- 
scribers served by small high-cost companies, while keeping the overall 
size of the fund at a reasonable level. Accordingly, fund support is 
determined by formulas that consider a company’s size and the differ- 
ence between its nontraffic-sensitive costs per loop and the industry- 
wide average nontraffic-sensitive costs per loop. Companies with 60,000 
or fewer working loops receive fund support covering 60 percent of 
their nontraffic-sensitive costs over 116 percent of the national average 
but not greater than 160 percent. On the other hand, larger companies 
with more than 60,000 loops receive fund support covering only 26 per- 
cent of their nontraffic-sensitive costs over 116 percent but not greater . 
than 160 percent. Both small and large companies receive fund support 
to cover 76 percent of their nontraffic-sensitive costs over 160 percent. 
(Companies with loop costs that are 116 percent or less than the 
national average receive no fund support.) 

The fund, like the transition to the 26-percent allocator, will be phased 
in over 8 years. During its first year of operation in 1986, the fund will 
provide about $66 million in assistance to high-cost companies. As high- 
cost companies continue to phase down their interstate allocations to the 
m-mandated 26-percent gross allocator between 1986 and 1993, they 
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will draw more support from the fund, increasing to about $437 million 
a year by 1993.” 

Some aspects of the fund are controversial. For example, one question 
raised was whether companies would have a reduced incentive to make 
their operations as cost-efficient as possible if fund support was deter- 
mined by high costs. The FOC responded that it will monitor the rate of 
nontraffic-sensitive cost increases among companies whose costs exceed 
160 percent of the national average, although at the same time it 
admitted it may have difficulty detecting excessive costs in small com- 
panies. Another question concerned the lack of a procedure to ensure 
that the companies receiving fund support will pass this benefit through 
to their subscribers. The FCC said that it is relying on state public utili- 
ties commissions to ensure that the benefit accrues to the subscribers as 
intended. 

Lifelhe Assistant Program Lifeline service is a specially priced local exchange service that has been 
specifically mandated by a state legislature or regulatory body for the 
purpose of providing telephone service to low-income households. Many 
state utility commissions opposed federal intervention in the area of 
lifeline assistance, stating that local service problems were a state 
responsibility and that the design and implementation of local service 
assistance programs were state prerogatives. For instance, various state 
regulators opposed lifeline service legislation introduced in the Congress 
(and generally supported by consumer groups) that would have estab- 
lished a national assistance program.6 

The Joint Board noted that data from the Bureau of the Census indi- 
cated that telephone subscribership levels were stable between 1983 and 
1986 but that subscribership among the lowest income groups was sub- 
stantially below average. The Joint Board concluded that state regula- 
tors, working with their local telephone companies, were in the best 
position to identify those low-income households within their jurisdic- 
tion that needed assistance in affording a telephone. The Joint Board 
believed that a federal lifeline program should be supplemental to life- 
line programs set up by the states in order to provide state regulators 

“Baaed on 1985 NECA calculations. This total may change depending on yearly changes in the partici- 
pating companies’ nontrafflc-aenaitive coats and the national average nontrafflc-sensitive costs. 

% R. 161 &eland) and S. 960 (Heinz)&kou.ld have amended the Communications Act of 1934 so as to 
,kequire establishment of lifeline telephone service. Roth bills were introduced w 1986. 
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with a strong incentive to develop lifeline assistance programs appro- 
priate to their local needs. 

The lifeline assistance program recommended by the Joint Board and 
adopted by the FCC in December 1986 provides matching federal assis- 
tance to households that are receiving lifeline assistance through state 
or telephone company programs highly targeted to low-income house- 
holds. These programs must verify eligibility. The assistance given by 
the state/company programs can take several forms, such as reductions 
in local service rates, connection charges, or deposit requirements. The 
FCC’S lifeline program matches the value of the state/company assis- 
tance up to the amount of the FCC’S residential subscriber line charge ($2 
a month). Its assistance takes the form of a waiver of the subscriber line 
charge (or matching portion of it) for the eligible households. 

The ability of the KC’S program to assist low-income urban and rural 
households hinges, therefore, on the willingness of the states to develop 
and fund their own lifeline programs, The Joint Board said it would be 
“deeply concerned should the states fail to respond appropriately to any 
developments which caused a decline in subscribership levels.” By Jan- 
uary 1987,lO states and the District of Columbia had been certified by 
the FCC for participation in the prograin These low numbers may renew 
the controversy over the voluntary nature of the FCC’S program. 

Ongoing Review of the 
F~C’s Access Charge 
Ddcision 

A Federal-State Joint Board convened by the FCC in July 1986 has been 
conducting a comprehensive review of the FCC’S access charge decision, 
along with the Universal Service Fund and the lifeline program. The 
Joint Board is assessing whether the decision is achieving its goals of 
preserving universal telephone service, promoting economic efficiency, 
eliminating service pricing discrimination, and deterring uneconomic 
bypass.7 The Board will consider any changes that need to be made in 
the access charge decision and will make recommendations, as appro- 
priate, for consideration by the FCC. 

Some parties filing comments with the Joint Board believe that this 
review is premature since the subscriber line charge has been in effect 
for only a relatively short time. Other parties are proposing that the 

‘Arizona, Arkansas, Colorado, Hati, Maryland, North Carolina, Oregon, Utah, Vermont, and West 
WWa 

‘Uneconomic bypass is a form of bypass whose economic cost is higher but whose price IS lower than 
the economic cc& of an equivalent telephone company service 
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access charge decision go forward with some changes. For example, sev- 
eral major industry associations, representing most of the nation’s local 
telephone companies, have called for changes in the formulas used to 
distribute Universal Service Fund assistance. They propose that compa- 
nies with fewer than 200,000 loops recover a greater overall percentage 
of their nontraffic-sensitive costs from the fund, while those with 
200,000 or more loops recover a smaller percentage. They also propose 
important changes to the way the Universal Service Fund is financed. 
Furthermore, the industry associations recommend that the subscriber 
line charge be allowed to increase to S3 in June 1987 and S4 at the 
beginning of 1988 in order to shift more nontraffic-sensitive costs onto 
subscribers. 

Even after this review, it may be difficult to assess the effects of the 
access charge decision on rural companies, since both the phase-down to 
the 26-percent gross allocator and support from the Universal Service 
Fund are being implemented gradually between 1986 and 1993. Also, 
the phase-down and fund support affect a company’s revenues; rates do 
not necessarily have to change proportionately. For example, a company 
could compensate for decreasing revenues by reducing expenses or by 
increasing revenues from special services. In addition, the possibility of 
further changes resulting from the Joint Board’s review increases the 
uncertainty over how rural companies will be affected. Because of this 
uncertainty and the far-reaching nature of the access charge decision, 
rural telephone interests have ranked the nontraffic-sensitive cost- 
recovery issue as one of the most serious facing them. 

Issue Two: Increased 
Regulatory and 
Administrative 
Burdens on Small 

The United States Telephone Association (USTA), whose membership 
includes nearly 80 percent of the nation’s local telephone companies, 
maintains that the breakup of the Bell System has put “excessive and 
costly regulatory and administrative burdens” on the nation’s indepen- 
dent telephone companies. Similar concerns have been raised by the 

Tel&phone Companies 
National Telephone Cooperative Association (NTCA), which represents 
460 of the nation’s small, rural telephone cooperatives and companies. 
NTCA asserts that many of the FC!C rulemakings that small companies find 
burdensome were initiated to confront problems that evolved out of the 
divestiture of AT&T and the FCC’S efforts to deregulate the telephone 
industry. 

In February 1986 USTA petitioned the FCC to initiate a rulemaking pro- 
ceeding aimed at reducing the regulatory and administrative require- 
ments on small, independent telephone companies. Specifically, USTA 
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asked that companies with 20,000 or fewer access lines be considered 
“nondominant” in the interstate access market, Such a ruling would 
enable about 80 percent of the ation’s 1,400 independent telephone 
companies to come under the i egulatory Flexibility Act of 1980. The act 
requires federal agencies to consider less burdensome regulatory 
approaches for small firms or to avoid regulating them in the first place. 
USTA further petitioned the FCC to examine the impact of its pending and 
future rulemakings in order to minimize burdens on small telephone 
companies. 

The issue of administrative and regulatory burdens was raised during 
March 1986 hearings before the House Appropriations Subcommittee on 
Commerce, Justice, State, the Judiciary, and Related Agencies. The 
Chief of the FCC’s Common Carrier Bureau stressed that the FCC was 
already taking into account the different needs and abilities of small tel- 
ephone companies in its rulemakings. He said that a finding of 
“nondominance,” as requested in the USTA petition, would have “a lot of 
other impacts, including the fact that we would not be able to apply our 
normal type of oversights” to these telephone companies. He noted, 
however, that the FCC has put the USTA petition out for comment by 
interested parties on an expedited cycle to see if there have been 
changes in the industry that would require “a more flexible, more real- 
istic, more modem approach on the part of the Commission.” 

This issue was raised again in May 1986 hearings before the Subcom- 
mittee on Export Opportunities and Special Small Business Problems, 
House Committee on Small Business. These hearings dealt with the prog- 
ress being made by federal agencies in implementing the Regulatory 
Flexibility Act. The Small Business Administration’s Director for Regu- 
latory Affairs stated that the FCC 

“has avoided regulatory flexibility analyses by attempting to exclude groups of 
small businesses from [the act’s] coverage. As an example, the Commission has 
determined that small telephone companies are dominant entities in their areas and, 
as such, not small businesses requu-ing the analysis provisions of [the act].” 

At this hearing, the FCC Chairman mentioned specific steps taken by the 
Commission to reduce administrative burdens on small telephone com- 
panies. First, the FCC maintains a system of average schedule compensa- 
tion that allows small companies to be paid for the use of their facilities 
by interstate long-distance carriers without having to perform the cost 
studies required of larger companies. Second, in revising its uniform 
system of accounts for telephone companies, the FCC simplified the 

. 
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accounting rules for companies with less than $100 million in annual 
revenues. And third, the FCC has eliminated or reduced reporting 
requirements in a number of other proceedings, 

On December 4,1986, the FCC responded to USTA'S petition and adopted a 
proposed rulemaking for reducing the administrative and regulatory 
burdens on small telephone companies. A major item in the FCC’S pro- 
posal was simplified tariff filings for small carriers, thereby minimizing 
the additional administrative costs required to prepare tariff terms and 
conditions. The FCC, however, declined suggestions that small telephone 
companies be reclassified as nondominant, or that it examine specifi- 
cally the impact of its proposed rules in pending and future rulemakings 
in order to minimize burdens on small telephone companies. The FCC said 
that it is committed to considering the costs and benefits of proposed 
rules on all interested parties. Pursuant to FCC rules, the proposed 
rulemaking requested that interested parties file comments on the pro- 
posal by January 26,1987, and reply comments on or before February 
26, 1987. 

On December 22,1986, following this proposed rulemaking, the FCC 
Chairman wrote the Chairman of the House Subcommittee on Export 
Opportunities and Special Small Business Problems responding to the 
Subcommittee’s concerns regarding the FCC’S classification of small inde- 
pendent telephone companies for purposes of the Regulatory Flexibility 
Act. The FCC Chairman stated that, even though the FCC believed its pre- 
sent approach was legally sufficient and ensured full consideration of 
regulatory changes on small companies, the FCC would utilize the formal 
procedures set out in the act in future rulemakings. 

Other administrative burdens may be more difficult to address because 
they result from the restructuring of the industry following the breakup 
of the Bell System in 1984. For example, many of the small telephone 
companies’ needs, such as operator assistance and billing services, were 
provided by the Bell System through one contract. After the breakup, a 
small company may have to negotiate several contracts for various ser- 
vices with its connecting Bell company. As the industry becomes more 
competitive, small companies are finding that they need to interact with 
more parties in order to obtain services, provide information to regula- 
tors, and keep current on industry developments that may affect their 
operations. For example, a company may now have to interact more 
with the FCC, the state commission, AT&T, the Bell company, NECA, and 
other independents. 
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Some states are taking steps to relieve small companies of some regula- 
tory burdens related to intrastate service. Iowa, for example, has 
exempted 168 small companies and cooperatives from intrastate rate 
regulation by the Iowa Utilities Board. This action allows these small, 
rural companies to change their rates without going through a formal 
hearing, the expense of which could ultimately fall on their subscribers. 
The Board will ensure that these companies’ subscribers continue to 
receive good service at reasonable cost through a monitoring and com- 
plaint process. Some other states with large rural areas-Illinois, Minne- 
sota, Nebraska, Washington, and Wisconsin-have also taken 
deregulatory actions that can reduce regulatory requirements, such as 
the need to file requests with the state commission to increase rates. 

Issue Three: Potential The pricing of long-distance service is a significant issue for rural areas. 

for Increased Rural 
Long-Distance Rates 

In large urban areas, telephone subscribers have access to many busi- 
nesses and services with a local telephone call. For rural subscribers in 
small towns, however, businesses and services may be located in neigh- 
boring or even distant communities, necessitating the expense of long- 
distance calls to reach them. Recent and proposed changes at both the 
federal and state levels promoting competition in the long-distance 
market have raised concerns that rates for long-distance service in rural 
areas could increase in the future because of geographic rate 
deaveraging. 

Averaging of Interstate 
Rates 

AT&T provides much of the interstate long-distance service in rural areas. 
Since the 1940’s, AT&T has used nationwide geographic averaging in set- 
ting its interstate rates. Under rate averaging, interstate calls involving 
similar types of service and equal calling distances are charged equal 
rates even though the actual costs of interstate service vary from one . 
area to the next, since low-traffic toll routes have greater costs per 
caller than high-traffic toll routes. In particular, REA and rural telephone 
associations have maintained that the first leg of the toll route con- 
necting the local company to the toll network (the toll connect trunk) 
has higher costs in low-traffic rural areas than in more densely popu- 
lated areas. 

Geographic rate averaging makes a broad range of services available to 
various business and residential users at affordable rates. This availa- 
bility is especially important to customers in rural areas where low- 
traffic toll routes would otherwise call for premium long-distance rates. 
As a result, however, customers making calls along high-traffic toll 
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routes pay somewhat more than they would if rates were not geographi- 
cally averaged. 

Prior to the mid-1970’s, residential customers had few alternatives other 
than to use AT&T and pay its averaged rates. With the emergence of com- 
petition in long-distance service, customers began to have the opportu- 
nity to choose from among several long-distance companies. While AT&T 

continues to serve both urban and rural areas with geographically aver- 
aged rates regulated by the FCC, AT&T’S competitors are free to concen- 
trate on high-traffic routes and price their services close to actual route 
costs.8 This is one of the factors that helps them offer their customers 
lower rates than AT&T. 

Rural telephone interests are concerned that AT&T may eventually seek 
the FCC’S permission to deaverage its rates in order to compete more 
effectively in urban areas. This issue was raised in hearings before the 
Senate Commerce Committee’s Subcommittee on Communications in 
September 1986. The Chairman of AT&T said his company might request 
deaveraging if the FCC’S rules governing AT&T’S long-distance service did 
not allow AT&T to compete equally with its nonregulated rivals in the 
lucrative urban markets. The FCC Chairman, however, stated that he 
would not permit such deaveraging as long as he was a commissioner. 
Again, during March 1986 hearings before the House Appropriations 
Subcommittee on Commerce, State, the Judiciary, and Related Agencies, 
the FCC Chairman stated that he did not see any reason “in the near 
term, or perhaps the long term” why the FCC should have to consider the 
issue of deaveraging. 

The FCC also emphasized its opposition to the geographic deaveraging of 
AT&T’S long-distance rates in a July 2,1986, press release summarizing 
its actions to assist rural telephone subscribers. The press release stated 
that the FCC’S concern is that rural customers are not forced to pay 
excessive rates due to the lack of a competitive alternative to AT&T in 
certain rural areas. 

Despite the FCC Chairman’s support for continued geographic averaging, 
however, some observers believe that the FCC’S general encouragement 
of cost-based pricing for telephone services, coupled with the pressures 
of competition in the interstate long-distance marketplace, may eventu- 
ally lead to deaveraging of some sort between rural and urban areas. 

*Unlike ita competitors, AT&T is subyxt to FCC regulation on the grounds that it possesses market 
power because of ita dominance of the longdiitance market. 
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In our discussions with REA, industry representatives and small compa- 
nies, we found wide disagreement on the impact of geographic deaver- 
aging. For example: 

l One attorney representing rural telephone companies said AT&T would 
not focus on deaveraging interstate toll rates; instead, it would empha- 
size malntaining business from its largest customers by offering volume 
diSCOUIltS. 

. The executive vice president of the Organization for the Protection and 
Advancement of Small Telephone Companies told us that if toll rates 
were deaveraged, rural rates would not significantly increase. 

l Several REA and small company officials were concerned that deaver- 
aging would significantly raise toll rates in rural areas. 

. One major consulting company suggested that deaveraged toll rates 
would result in a rate structure similar to the airline industry with high- 
volume routes between large cities priced lower than low-volume routes 
between rural areas. 

. One company’s vice president observed that the effect of deaveraging in 
his state would depend on various factors, including the specific rules 
set forth by the state utility commission and the reaction of telephone 
companies. 

Changes in Intrastate Long- Competition is affecting intrastate long-distance service, as well as inter- 
Distance Rates state. State public utilities commissions, which regulate intrastate ser- 

vice, have been addressing the issue of what regulatory changes are 
needed to respond to the entry of new competing companies in the intra- 
state long-distance market. State actions in response to this competition 
may affect the rate structure associated with intrastate toll service For 
example, in an action that parallels the FCC’S access charge decision, the 
New Mexico State Corporation Commission decided to reduce the 
amount of nontraffic-sensitive costs recovered through intrastate long- 

b 

distance revenues. To achieve this, the Commission established a $2 
intrastate subscriber line charge. New Mexico subscribers pay this 
charge each month in addition to the FCC’S interstate subscriber line 
charge. The New Mexico Commission also recently approved an 
“originating responsibility plan” that will, according to the state’s small 
companies, eliminate geographically averaged intrastate toll rates, 
which had benefited the sparsely populated, high-cost areas of the state. 
The Illinois Commerce Commission recently approved a cost-based “pri- 
mary toll carrier” plan for intrastate service areas that could result in 
deaveraged toll rates. The Commission observed that toll rates in some 
rural areas may rise slightly as a result of the plan. 
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State regulatory decisions could have important effects not only on 
intrastate toll costs for rural areas but also on their local service rates. A 
local company receives revenues from the intrastate long-distance car- 
riers for the use of its facilities in completing the toll connection. Higher 
intrastate long-distance rates could lead rural subscribers to cut down 
on the amount of their toll calling, which could result in a loss of intra- 
state toll revenue by the local company. This loss, in turn, raises the 
possibility that some of the revenue shortfall may need to be recovered 
through higher local rates. 

Issue Four: 
Development of 
Competitive Long- 
Dist,ance Services in 
Rural Areas 

One of the central purposes of the AT&T divestiture was to bring the ben- 
efits of long-distance competition to consumers, so that they can select 
from various service offerings and rates offered by a range of long-dis- 
tance companies Rural areas, however, have not yet seen as much of 
this competition as urban areas. Although this situation is gradually 
improving, in part, because of some innovative technical approaches dis- 
cussed in this section, many rural subscribers still do not have access to 
competing long-distance companies. 

Areas served by the Bell operating systems are converting their local 
exchanges to equal access according to a schedule agreed to by the 
Department of Justice. Equal access involves changes to the local tele- 
phone network in order to allow competitive long-distance carriers to 
obtain access to the local exchange, which is similar to that provided to 
AT&T. Conversion schedules were not established for local independent 
companies serving rural areas. Instead, these companies convert at the 
request of the competing long-distance companies. Such requests for 
conversion, however, do not appear to be occurring rapidly. Rural tele- 
phone representatives point out that the competing companies have con- 
centrated on building their communications networks in high-volume 
urban markets and, for the most part, have not yet connected with the 
widely scattered, lighter volume rural companies. Rural companies, 
therefore, are faced with the need to make themselves economically 
attractive to these competitors. 

To attract these competitors, several small companies may aggregate 
their long-distance traffic at a central switching point, called an equal 
access switch. Long-distance carriers can then connect to this one equal 
access switch to reach all of the local companies rather than establish 
separate connections with many scattered rural companies. 
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This approach is occurring in Indiana, where a company called Indiana 
Switch, Inc., and 27 independent telephone companies are developing a 
statewide network to provide access to competing long-distance carriers 
on a centralized basis. The project is a joint venture between the 
independents and Indiana Switch’s parent company, U.S. Switch. 
Indiana Switch will aggregate the participating companies’ long-distance 
traffic at its equal access switch in Indianapolis, where it will connect 
the companies’ subscribers with the long-distance carriers of their 
choice. 

Indiana Switch’s parent company, U.S. Switch, believes that similar 
arrangements can be made in other states. For example, plans were 
being made to establish an equal access switch in Illinois. The Florida 
Public Service Commission has taken a somewhat similar approach with 
its adoption of equal access exchange areas. Twenty-two equal access 
exchange areas will be established across Florida. Long-distance compet- 
itors will be able to connect to these centers to serve the whole state, 
rather than connecting with nearly 600 separate office locations. 

Despite approaches such as these, long-distance competition may still be 
slow in coming to some rural areas. It remains to be seen how many of 
these joint venture agreements can be reached to help bring long-dis- 
tance competition to rural areas. One benefit of competition has already 
reached all rural subscribers, however. Since 1984 AT&T has lowered its 
interstate long-distance rates by an average of about 20 percent for both 
rural and urban customers. Still, many rural subscribers find themselves 
having to bear the effects of the FCC’S regulatory decisions that promote 
competition without being able to choose service from among the 
competition, 

Issue Five: Potential 
for Expansion and 
Cost-Reduction of 
Rural Telephone 
Service Through 

. 

Rapid technological advances have been largely responsible for the sig- 
nificant changes occurring in the telecommunications industry and the 
sophisticated services being offered to consumers. These same technolo- 
gies may also provide ways for rural companies to bring telephone ser- 
vice to new subscribers and to reduce nontraffic-sensitive costs and 
thereby hold down local service rates. 

Technological 
Improvements 

According to the FCC, between 10 and 16 percent of the geographic area 
of the lower 48 states is so remote that it is without conventional tele- 
phone service. REA estimates that 600,000 residents occupy this area. In 
many cases, this lack of telephone service is due to the prohibitive cost 
of running wire to isolated locations. The continuing development of 
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new telecommunications technologies, however, may offer more cost- 
effective ways to extend service to these rural locations. 

One technology that may help to expand rural telephone service 
involves the use of radio links rather than wires to connect subscribers 
to the switching office. In May 1986, the REA and four national tele- 
phone industry associations petitioned the FCC to establish a basic 
exchange telecommunications radio service that would allow local tele- 
phone companies to have access to certain radio frequencies on a pri- 
mary basis to connect fixed locations to their switching 0ffices.O 

The petitioners maintain that this service would provide companies with 
the means of expanding telephone service at reasonable costs to rural 
areas currently without service. The petitioners also noted that this ser- 
vice would be useful in helping companies hold down the cost of pro- 
viding service to their current subscribers, since radio links could be 
used to replace some existing wire loops that had become uneconomical 
due to age, obsolescence, or extensive damage. The service could also be 
used to upgrade party-line service and provide temporary or emergency 
telephone service. In all, the petitioners estimated that the potential 
market for such radio links would be nearly 884,000 subscribers. 

On December 18,1986, the FCC adopted a notice of proposed rulemaking 
for basic exchange telecommunications service. The FCC proposed three 
alternatives for providing the service with appropriate radio frequen- 
cies. Comments on the proposed alternatives from interested parties 
must be filed by March 30,1987, and reply comments by April 27, 1987. 

Another technology, called “Ultraphone,” has recently been authorized 
for experimental service by the FCC in Idaho, Kansas, Puerto Rico, and 
Wyoming. Ultraphone substitutes radio microwave channels and digital 
encoding techniques for regular wire loops. Like the basic exchange tele- 
communications radio service, this technology should also be useful in 
providing service to areas where running wire loops is impractical or too 
costly. According to a staff engineer for the Idaho Public Utilities Com- 
mission, the costs of bringing traditional wireline service to areas of 
rugged terrain in the state would be $9,000 a line or more. He estimated 
that digital radio telephones could reduce this cost by as much as two- 
thirds. 

‘USTA, NTCA, the NatIonal Rural Telecom Association, and the Organbtion for the F’rotection and 
Advancement of Small Telephone Companies were the peWloners 
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Yet another radio technology that could be useful in rural areas is cel- 
lular, a form of mobile telephone service available in many urban areas. 
In June 1986, the FCC adopted rules to expedite the development of cel- 
lular telephone service in rural areas. The rules define boundaries for 
cellular markets not previously categorized as “metropolitan” and estab- 
lish filing procedures and general requirements for cellular applications 
to serve these rural markets. The speed and extent to which cellular 
service becomes available in rural areas will depend on the willingness 
of new or existing communications companies to invest in the develop 
ment of rural cellular service. 

Also, in July 1986, the FCC allocated certain radio frequencies for a new 
mobile service that would use a communications satellite to transmit tel- 
ephone calls in remote, rural areas. This service will not be available 
until the necessary satellite is launched several years from now. There is 
some controversy over the appropriateness of the frequencies that the 
IXX set aside for this service. Critics, such as the National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration and the Canadian government, maintain the 
radio equipment needed to use these frequencies is too costly to make 
the service commercially viable. At least one private industry partici- 
pant, however, believes that suitable equipment could be developed over 
the next few years. 

Improvements in the way calls are switched at the company’s central 
office offer another area for cost savings. Electronic and digital 
switching systems offer operating efficiencies over the older elec- 
tromechanical technology. Electronic switching is also the foundation 
for “enhanced” services, such as call waiting and call forwarding. 

Technological improvements such as electronic and digital switching 
and the others mentioned previously require capital funding. Rural com- . 

pany officials have stressed the importance of REA loan assistance and 
engineering standards to help rural companies undertake the improve- 
ments needed to bring their subscribers some of the benefits of modern 
telecommunications. In our recent report, Rural Cooperatives: Informa- 
tion on Two Rural Electrification Administration Proposals (GAO/RCED- 

86-101, May 1986), we determined that the advantages of REA'S 
standard-setting function include lower facilities construction costs 
resulting from standardized designs, materials, and contracts; greater 
security for REX loans due to standardized construction methods; and 
increased efficiency for materials and equipment manufacturers. 
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FCC’s Response to 
Rural Telephone 
Concerns 

. 

. 

In July 1986, the FCC issued a news release summarizing its actions to 
ensure that rural telephone subscribers continue to receive affordable 
service. The FCC wished to make clear that its record “demonstrates sen- 
sitivity to the special needs of rural telephone subscribers and the small 
independent telephone companies which serve many rural areas.” The 
KC maintained it had taken numerous steps to assist these rural compa- 
nies and their subscribers. Specifically, it cited the following actions, all 
of which touch upon the issues discussed in this chapter: 

Establishment of the Universal Service F’und, with its provisions for 
additional assistance to small companies with 60,000 or fewer lines. 
Use of the nationwide interstate cost of capital in calculating nontraffic- 
sensitive cost levels for Universal Service Fund assistance, which bene- 
fits companies that obtain capital through low-interest REA loans. 
Establishment of the FCC lifeline program for low-income households in 
both rural and urban areas. 
Opposition to the geographic deaveraging of AT&T'S interstate longdis- 
tance rates. 
Reduction of AT&T interstate long-distance rates by an average of 20 per- 
cent for both rural and urban subscribers, which accompanied the FCC’S 
subscriber line charge. 
Establishment “in many instances” of reduced reporting requirements 
for small telephone companies, such as simplified cost accounting proce- 
dures, the use of average cost schedules, and more limited equal access 
conversion requirements. 
Introduction of competition in the provision of telephone equipment, 
which allows both rural and urban subscribers to purchase low-cost 
telephones rather than to continue paying monthly rental charges. 

The FCC noted that (1) Bureau of the Census data showed that residen- 
tial subscribership outside of major cities and their suburbs increased 
slightly between March 1984 and March 1986 (the latest measurement 
period), (2) the financial performance of REA borrowers had improved 
substantially in recent years, and (3) rates in rural areas tend to be 
lower than in urban areas. These conditions, the FCC concluded, indicate 
that “information currently available shows that the Commission’s 
efforts are working verv well.” 
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To illustrate the impact of important telephone issues on rural telephone 
service, we selected 10 small companies receiving REA loans for case 
studies. While recognizing that the findings from these companies would 
not be representative of the entire industry, we believed the insight 
gained would be valuable for identifying what factors regulators and 
the Congress should pay attention to if quality telephone service at rea- 
sonable prices is to be maintained in rural areas. 

REA and industry association officials told us that small rural telephone 
companies were in good financial condition. Our analysis of REA data for 
about 960 companies showed that from 1981 to 1986 the companies 
were profitable and financial trends were favorable. The one negative 
statistic was the large percentage of REA companies (26 percent) that 
lost subscribers during these years. REA officials said the declines 
appeared to be due to poor economic conditions in rural areas. 

Although representatives from the 10 companies that we contacted were 
concerned about the future impacts of regulatory changes, at the time of 
our review the rural telephone issues discussed in chapter 2 had not had 
a significant adverse impact on the companies’ profits, rates, subscriber- 
ship levels, or ability to repay REA loans. Specifically, we made the fol- 
lowing observations about conditions at the 10 companies: 

l In 1986 all 10 companies were profitable, with rates of return on net 
worth ranging from 14 to 32 percent. 

. Only one of the companies had increased local telephone rates since 
1983, and only two companies had a request to increase rates filed with 
the state commission. All of these rate increases are associated with 
system upgrades implemented by the companies. 

. Between 1981 and 1986, six of the companies had gained subscribers 
while the other four companies had lost subscribers. The losses appear . 
to be related more to conditions in the local economy than any particular 
regulatory decision. 

. None of the companies was delinquent in its loan payments to REA, and 
in 1986 only one of the companies was considered by RJu to represent a 
loan risk. REA attributed the latter company’s difficulties to poor man- 
agement by its former owners. In 1986 the company was no longer clas- 
sified a loan risk by REA. 

We found no major adverse impacts on the companies, but the compa- 
nies and their subscribers have felt some effects from regulatory 
changes. All of the companies told us they have been burdened by the 
increase in administrative requirements resulting from the Bell System 
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divestiture and federal and state regulatory changes, They now have to 
deal with more organizations requiring more meetings and trips, addi- 
tional data requests, and consultants and other experts to understand 
and comply with complex regulatory requirements. In addition, the sub- 
scribers to the 10 companies, like all other subscribers nationwide, have 
seen their monthly telephone charges increase as a result of the S2 sub- 
scriber line charge imposed by the FCC. Subscribers of the two companies 
in New Mexico have also seen an additional $2 state subscriber line 
charge added onto their bill. At the same time, the companies’ sub- 
scribers who make long-distance telephone calls have benefited from the 
nationwide average 20 percent reduction in AT&T'S interstate long-dis- 
tance rates during the last 2 years. 

The concern of the companies we visited, however, was less with their 
present condition, than with the future. They see much uncertainty over 
the future direction of regulation and the industry and, as a result, much 
uncertainty about how these changes will affect rural telephone service. 
They explained that important regulatory policies are under discussion 
at the FCC and state utility commissions, and others are being phased in 
slowly over 8 years or more. Company officials believed it was too early 
to tell how the changing regulatory environment will affect rural tele- 
phone rates. While four companies saw local rate increases as likely, the 
other six noted that the need for rate increases will depend on future 
regulatory changes. 

The 10 Companies 
Visited by GAO 

We visited 10 small rural telephone companies in 6 western states to 
observe how they were coping with the major issues affecting rural tele- 
phone service. A complete discussion on our selection methodology is 
contained in chapter 1. Table 3.1 identifies the 10 companies, their loca- 
tion, type of ownership, and the density of their service area in 1986, as 
measured by the number of subscribers per route mile of telephone line. 
(Generally, the lower the subscriber density, the more rural the area 
served.) As table 3.1 shows, all but one of the companies have a sub- 
scriber density below the REA average of 6.60 subscribers per route mile, 
indicating that these companies serve areas that are more rural than 
areas served by the average REA company. Four of the companies are 
cooperatives. A cooperative is a business owned and controlled by the 
people using its services. 
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Table 3.1: Small Rural Telophono 
Companlos Selected for OAO Case 
Studles 

Name of 
company 

Big Sandy 
Eastern Slope 

MoKan Dial 

Location 
Stmla, Co10 

Hugo, Co10 

Loulsbura, Kans 

Subecribers 
w y;z 

OwnershIp type (denslty) 
Commercial 1 67 

Cooperative 1 74 

Commercial 5 47 

S&A Allen, Kans Commercial 344 

Grand River Pnnceton. MO Coooeratlve 351 
Green HIIIs Breckenndae. MO CooperaWe 2 36 

Baca Valley Des Moines, N.Mex. Commercial 090 
Penasco Valley Artesla, N Mex Cooperative 1 41 
Dobson Cheyenne, Okla Commercial 2 36 

t&Loud McLoud, Okla Commercial 1246 
REA averaae 550 

CQndition of 
Companies 

None of the 10 telephone companies selected for our case studies expe- 
rienced serious problems, although four companies saw declines in sub- 
scribers and one company incurred a deficit in 1984. Rates had been 
generally stable since 1983; between 1981 and 1986 declines in sub- 
scribers for four companies were less than 10 percent; loan payments to 
REA were current as of September 1986; and the financial condition of 
the one deficit company improved in 1986. 

Our review of financial and operating statistics from 1981 to 1986 for 
all REA borrowers also indicated the absence of any serious problems. We 
focused our analysis on the years from 1981 to 1986, since these were 
the years of major regulatory and court decisions. 

Financial Condition 
I 

REA and industry association officials told us that small rural telephone 
companies were in good financial condition. Our analysis of REA statis- 
tics for about 960 companies filing annual financial information with 
REA agrees with those observations. Overall the companies were profit- 
able, and financial trends have been favorable. Our analysis of data on 
the 10 companies in our case studies also indicates a profitable financial 
condition.1 

‘Our basic source of fiiancial and operating data was RJZA’s published annual statu&cal report on 
rural telephone borrowers In some cases, d a company had submitted revised financial and operating 
data after pubhcation of REA’s annual report, we used the revs& data. 
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We focused on the following three indicators of small companies’ fman- 
cial condition: (1) the percentage of operating and interest expenses to 
operating revenues (accrual ratio), which is a measure REA uses to gauge 
a company’s ability to repay its long-term debt, (2) net income per sub- 
scriber, which is a measure of the average net income earned from each 
subscriber, and (3) net income2 as a percentage of the owners’ equity 
(rate of return on net worth), which is a measure of what return the 
owners are making on their own investment. In addition, as a simple 
measure of their financial condition, we noted the number of companies 
reporting a deficit each year. All of these indicators are used by REA in 
monitoring its borrowers. 

REA considers the accrual ratio an important indicator of a company’s 
ability to meet its debt payments to REA. It views an accrual ratio of 100 
percent or more as a “red flag” indicating a company that may be in 
financial trouble. (The lower the accrual ratio, the better able the com- 
pany is to meet its loan obligations to REA.) As part of its oversight 
responsibilities, REA prepares a semiannual security report of borrowers 
with accrual ratios over 100 percent and other problems that expose 
REA’S loans to risk. 

Financial data for all REA telephone companies for the 6 year period, 
1981 to 1986, show overall improvement. As table 3.2 shows, data on 
the accrual ratio percentage, companies reporting a deficit, and net 
income per subscriber have shown consistent improvement each year, 
except for the slight decline in rate of return during 1986. The number 
of companies listed on REA’S loan security report has been relatively 
stable from 1982 to 1986. 

‘For the four cooperaWes we used a comparable account called “net margm,” which IS total mcome 
from all sources minus expenses Data on both net mcome and net margin exclude extraordinary 
stems and unregulated income and deductIons 
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Table 3.2: Financial Informatlon on All 
REA Telephone Companlos, 1881-88 Average 

Borr;rEr’ Average Average rate of 
accrual Borrower8 net income return on 

Reporting security ratio reportln a net worth 
Year borrower8 report (percent) def tit P subscrl :: ii (percent) 
1961 949 113 891 85 $59 81 147 

1982 950 74 888 51 6699 153 
1983 949 70 877 40 7973 162 
1964 946 71 869 27 9390 172 

1985 942 75 866 26 10177 171 

Data on these indicators for the companies in our case studies also sug- 
gest a positive financial picture for 1986. Table 3.3 presents 1986 finan- 
cial data on the 10 companies. 

Table 3.3: Flnanclal Informatlon on 10 
RW Telephone Companles, 1886 

Comoanv 

Annual rate 
Annual net of return on 

Accrual ratio income 
(oercent) g 

or net worth 
rubscrl er (oercent) 

BIQ Sandy 908 $31667 31 6 

Eastern Slope 833 19386 149 
MoKan Dial 875 10204 144 

S&A 894 9211 135 
Grand her 943 4447 227 

Green t-h 906 91 09 158 

Baca Vallev 97 5 181 93 168 
PenascoValley 872 25320 141 

Dobson 891 11420 152 
McLoud 97 9 1596 259 

REAaveraae 866 $101 77 171 

As table 3.3 shows, all of the companies had an accrual ratio below 100 
percent in 1986 and were profitable. Net income per subscriber ranged 
from $16.96 to $316.67, and rates of return on net worth ranged from 
13.6 percent to 31.6 percent. McLoud was on RFX’S loan security report 
in 1986, but as of November 1986 it was no longer on the report. Also, 
as of September 30,1986, none of the companies was delinquent in their 
loan payments to REA. Detailed financial information on each of the 10 
companies are in the appendixes. 

The increasing trend in the percentage of revenues obtained from long- 
distance service has been one factor in the favorable financial condition 
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of REA companies, including our case study companies. In 1976 REA com- 
panies received 66 percent of their revenues from long-distance service, 
while in 1986 they received 66 percent. Our 10 companies all heavily 
depend on long-distance revenues. In 1986 they received from 69 to 89 
percent of their revenues from long-distance service. 

When we discussed this financial information with representatives from 
REA and the United States Telephone Association, they pointed out that 
the data on rate of return on net worth should be interpreted with cau- 
tion. They explained that REA companies typically have a low per- 
centage of net worth, and a high percentage of long-term debt, to total 
assets. The large percentage of long-term debt (about 62 percent of total 
assets in 1986 for all REA borrowers) places REA borrowers in a risky 
financial condition because of their large fixed interest payments. The 
representatives also pointed out that financial statistics for individual 
small telephone companies tend to fluctuate from year-to-year because 
they are usually reluctant to adjust to changing conditions by requesting 
rate changes from state commissions. 

Subskribership Trends Determining the level of residential telephone subscribership (commonly 
called the “penetration level” and measured as the percentage of house- 
holds having telephones) is basic to any evaluation of universal tele- 
phone service. Telephone penetration at the national level, as measured 
by the Bureau of the Census, has remained relatively stable between 
1983 and 1986, with the most recent data showing a small upward 
trend. Figures for November 1983 indicated that 91.4 percent of the 
nation’s households had telephones. The November 1986 figures put the 
penetration level at 92.4 percent-l percent higher. The Census data 
also indicate relatively stable penetration on a state-by-state basis. How- 
ever, because Census’ sampling design was generally not intended to 
provide measures of penetration below the state level, the data cannot 
help determine whether penetration changes are taking place in rural 
areas within individual states. 

. 

A loss of subscribers by one telephone company does not necessarily 
mean that the state or national penetration level has declined and that 
those subscribers have been disconnected from the national telephone 
network. Subscribers may, for example, have simply moved out of the 
company’s service area into another company’s service area where they 
reestablished their telephone service. 
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REA does not ask its companies for data on their penetration rates except 
when processing a loan application, although REA companies do report 
data annually on the number of subscribers served. In order to analyze 
trends in subscribership levels at small telephone companies, we col- 
lected data on the number of REA companies reporting a decline in sub- 
scribers between 1981 and 1986, as well as subscriber data on the 10 
case study companies. 

REA data showed that 248 of its telephone companies, or about 26 per- 
cent of all REA companies, had a decline in the number of subscribers 
between 1981 and 1986. REA officials suggested that the primary cause 
for these declines may be the poor economies in many rural areas rather 
than any particular regulatory decision. 

Cur analysis showed a wide range among the 10 companies in how their 
subscribership levels had changed. Table 3.4 shows that the percentage 
change in subscribers ranged from a 41-percent increase to a nearly 9- 
percent decrease. Four of our 10 companies showed a decline in sub- 
scribers during this period. 

Table 3.4: Change In Number of 
Su@scrlberr by Company, 1881-85 

Company 
Penasco Valley 

McLoud 
Eastern Slope 

Baca Valley 

Eha Sandv 
MoKan Dial 2,117 2,195 +37 

S&A 770 744 -34 . 
Grand Rver 18.993 17.735 -66 

Chan eln 
Number of !I Number of subwcr,er; 

subscribers subscribers 
1881 1985 (perAt) 
1,325 1,873 +414 

3,988 5,564 + 39 5 
3,239 3,662 + 131 

451 523 + 160 

564 612 +48 

Green t-hlls 2,923 2,691 -79 

Dobson 4,345 3,973 -86 

It is difficult to determine the causes for these changes in subscribership 
levels. We would have to learn why individuals made decisions to have 
or not to have telephone service. Consequently, we did not attempt to 
analyze possible reasons for these changes. However, REA and company 
officials did note certain circumstances at several companies that would 
appear to provide a partial explanation. For example, Eastern Slope and 
McLoud are near Denver and Oklahoma City, respectively, and so have 
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benefited from growing population in those urban centers. Also, Penasco 
Valley’s service area, although described as having a declining economy, 
does include a developing resort area that has contributed to its 
increasing subscribership. However, Dobson, Grand River, Green Hills, 
and S & A are in geographic areas that have been hurt by the economic 
problems in the farming and oil industries. 

Local k&es The basic portion of residential rates, plus the interstate and any intra- 
state subscriber line charges, paid by rural subscribers is important 
because it represents the minimum cost of maintaining telephone ser- 
vice. Regardless of the number of local or long-distance calls made or the 
types of special services available, the subscriber must pay at least the 
basic local telephone charge and subscriber line charges. 

Since RENA does not routinely collect information on rates from its bor- 
rowers, we were not able to determine how rates charged by REA compa- 
nies have been changing during the last few years. REA officials believed 
that local rates charged by its borrowers have been relatively stable. 

The FCC estimates that the national average price of basic local residen- 
tial service, as of May 1986, was S13.27 a month, excluding the sub- 
scriber line charge. The basic monthly local rates charged by the 
companies in our case studies range from about $4 to about $11 for resi- 
dential subscribers. In addition, the residential subscribers pay a $2 per 
month subscriber line charge imposed by the FCC on all subscribers. The 
subscribers of the two companies in New Mexico pay another $2 per 
month subscriber line charge imposed by the state. 

The local rates of the 10 companies tend to support the view of REA and 
the FCC that rural residential telephone rates tend to be lower than 
urban rates. However, REA and representatives of the National Tele- 
phone Cooperative Association told us that rural rates should be evalu- 
ated in terms of “value of service.” According to this concept, the value 
of local telephone service is worth less in rural areas than in urban areas 
because the number of other subscribers in the rural local calling area 
that can be called without a toll charge is much lower than in urban 
areas. For example, in a large metropolitan center, a monthly charge of 
$16 may allow a subscriber to access 1 million or more business and 
residential telephone users with a local telephone call; in a rural commu- 
nity a monthly charge of S8 may allow a subscriber to access only a few 
thousand other telephone users without incurring a toll charge. With a 
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local call, subscribers of the 10 companies in our case studies can gener- 
ally call from a few hundred to a few thousand other subscribers in 
their own exchange or in nearby exchanges without incurring a toll 
charge. 

Thus, from a value of service point of view, local rates can be considered 
as higher in rural areas than urban areas due to the limited number of 
subscribers in a typical rural calling region. However, the cost of ser- 
vicing rural customers in low density areas tends to be more expensive 
and, therefore, a cost-based ratemaking policy would establish higher 
local service prices for these customers. 

only 1 of the 10 companies in our case studies had increased local tele- 
phone rates since 1983, and only 2 companies had filed a request to 
increase rates with the state commission. All of these rate increases 
were associated with system upgrades implemented by the companies. 

None of the company officials offered discounted rates for service to 
low income customers, The FCC adopted a lifeline assistance program in 
late 1986 to provide reduced rates for low income households. Subsidies 
provided by this program could more than offset increases due to the 
subscriber line charge for qualifying low-income subscribers living in 
states that choose to participate in the program. The maximum federal- 
state subsidy provided is double the amount of the prevailing residential 
subscriber line charge. Of the five states in our case studies, only Colo- 
rado had a lifeline program approved by the FCC. But at the close of our 
field work in September 1986, neither of the two companies we 
examined in Colorado had subscribers participating. 

z;;.l Monthly Telephone REA and industry association officials maintain that an evaluation of . 

reasonable telephone rates in rural areas must consider not only the sub- 
scribers’ local charges but also the total telephone bill. These officials 
point out that since rural subscribers can typically call only a few hun- 
dred or thousand other subscribers in their local calling area, they tend 
to make many long-distance calls and, therefore, to have relatively high 
long-distance and total telephone bills. Cost-based pricing and geo- 
graphic toll deaveraging could, depending on the specific costs involved, 
increase both local and long-distance rates in some rural areas. 

In order to obtain some insight into what a typical rural residential sub- 
scriber pays for all telephone services, we asked the 10 telephone com- 
panies to give us information on the average residential monthly 
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telephone bill, broken down into the various types of services-the 
basic local charge, intrastate and interstate long-distance charges, taxes, 
and special services. So that our request would not be a burden on the 
companies, we asked only for information that was readily available. 
Unfortunately, most of the companies did not have overall billing data 
separated between residential and business subscribers. However, most 
of the companies did provide us estimates of their subscribers’ average 
monthly toll bill. The estimates ranged from $19 to $67, which is about 
four to seven times their basic local service charge. These estimates 
appear to support the view of REA and industry officials that a large 
percentage of rural subscribers’ monthly telephone bill is for long-dis- 
tance calls. 

Imrjact of Rural 
Telephone Issues 

REA and industry associations agreed that small rural telephone compa- 
nies were in good financial condition, but they maintained that the 
favorable trends and condition of small rural telephone companies could 
not be used as an indicator of what could be expected m the future. 
They said the industry structure and regulatory environment under 
which these conditions were attained have been and still are undergoing 
significant changes, and the future is uncertam. 

The 10 companies provided information consistent with this view. They 
were less concerned with present conditions than with what the future 
holds since many important regulatory actions at both the federal and 
state level were just being implemented or were under consideration. 
While four companies believed their subscribers will face rate increases, 
the other six noted that the need for rate increases will depend on the 
direction of future regulatory changes. 

As a result of this state of flux in the industry, it is difficult to evaluate 
the impact of any one issue on rural telephone service. For example, the 
manager of the Penasco Valley (New Mexico) telephone company told us 
that there were so many state and federal changes taking place that it 
was difficult to say what the company was going to do in just one situa- 
tion; it needed to look at the whole picture. He also said that Penasco 
Valley had not yet made any plans to cope with the federal and state 
changes because it was too difficult to say for sure what changes will 
take place. He said that it was also difficult to predict the exact impact 
changes will have on rates, although he thought that rates would rise 
and subscribers would drop-off. Six other companies specifically men- 
tioned the difficulty of planning in the current environment. All of the 
companies noted the uncertainty about future regulatory decisions. 
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The following sections summarize the views of representatives from the 
10 companies on how the five key issues identified in chapter 2 will 
affect their company and subscribers. 

Recovery of Nontraffic- 
Sensitive Costs 

As discussed in chapter 2, small rural telephone companies are very con- 
cerned about the recovery of nontraffic-sensitive costs. Rural companies 
serving low-density areas tend to have high fixed costs and historically 
have kept rates low by recovering a large percentage of these costs from 
long-distance revenues. The FCC believes that competitive pressures 
require a new pricing arrangement that sets rates closer to costs and 
assigns more of the nontraffic-sensitive (fixed) costs to the subscriber. 
At the same time, the FCC has sought to keep rates affordable in high 
cost rural areas by establishing a Universal Service F’und. 

We found that the impact of this issue on the individual telephone com- 
panies and their subscribers will vary depending on a number of factors, 
including (1) the level of the company’s fixed costs relative to the 
national average, (2) the percentage of revenues the company receives 
from interstate and intrastate toll settlements, (3) how a company 
decides to adjust to changing revenues, and (4) how the company’s state 
regulatory commission decides to recover fixed costs assigned to the 
intrastate jurisdiction. Information provided to us by the companies 
showed: 

l Nine3 companies had annual 1986 nontraffic-sensitive costs that ranged 
from a low of $216 to a high of $1,242 per telephone loop. Both New 
Mexico companies were above S 1,000. (The level of a company’s non- 
traffic-sensitive costs relative to the national average, about S213 in 
1986, will affect the amount received from the Universal Service Fund.) 

. The percentage of the companies’ nontraffic-sensitive costs recovered . 
from interstate toll services in 1986 varied from 19 percent to 68 per- 
cent. (The FCC has ordered that local telephone companies can allocate 
only 26 percent of their nontraffic-sensitive costs to interstate toll ser- 
vices. Companies above that level will have 8 to 12 years to adjust down 
to 26 percent.) 

l A change in revenues does not necessarily mean a corresponding change 
in rates charged subscribers. (The Grand River cooperative said that it 
will respond to a decline in revenues by reducing expenses and 

3Green Hills was not able to identify its nontraffic-senslhve costs because it was an “average 
schedule” company Average schedules are avadable for use by exchange carriers that, because of 
their small size, are assumed to have msufficlent resources or expertise to Justify requumg them to 
perform cost studies 
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increasing revenues from special features; it will raise basic local rates 
only if necessary.) 

. Six of the companies were especially concerned about changes or pos- 
sible changes by the state regulatory commission to the method for 
determining intrastate toll payments. For example, subscribers of the 
two companies in New Mexico now pay a $2 state subscriber line charge 
in addition to the $2 federal subscriber line charge. 

Adding to the difficulty of evaluating the impact of changes in the way 
nontraffic-sensitive costs are recovered is the Federal-State Joint 
Board’s ongoing review of FCC’S access charge decision. This review, 
which will also include an assessment of the Universal Service Fund and 
the subscriber line charge, is discussed in chapter 2. The Board’s review 
could result in recommendations to the FCC for revisions in any of these 
areas. 

hcr@sed Regulatory and 
Adm’jnistrative Burdens 

All of the companies said they have incurred increased costs from regu- 
latory and administrative requirements resulting from (1) the increase 
in the number of organizations they now must deal with and from which 
they receive continual requests for information and (2) the need for 
additional legal and accounting expertise to comply with and under- 
stand the complex regulatory environment. However, officials from the 
10 companies vary in how they judge the severity of the burden on their 
particular company with some companies viewing the burden as light 
and others as heavy. Five companies provided us with annual estimates 
of the extra costs associated with the increased administrative require- 
ments since 1983. These estimates, primarily for increased consultant 
fees, additional staff time, and increased travel, ranged from about 
$12,000 to $91,000 a year, or about S.37 to $2.07 per subscriber per 
month. 

In the past, small companies were in close partnership with their con- 
necting Bell company, according to REA and company officials. The Bell 
company generally handled the administrative requirements involved in 
settling their share of long-distance revenues. With divestiture and regu- 
latory changes, however, the partnership with the Bell company has 
been replaced with a need to interface with numerous organizations, 
including state and national industry associations, the connecting Hell 
company, the long-distance carriers, and NECA, all of which ask for infor- 
mation about the company’s operations and call meetings to discuss 
issues and strategies. 
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However, some efforts are being made to find ways to reduce the admin- 
istrative burden on small telephone companies. Their problems with 
increased administrative requirements have received attention from the 
industry, particularly the United States Telephone Association, which 
has filed a petition with the rcc for relief from some of these require- 
ments. The administrative burden has also been discussed in several 
congressional hearings involving small business concerns. In addition, 
the FCC has said it will try to do what it can to reduce unnecessary regu- 
latory requirements and will give expeditious treatment to the petition. 

I?otential for Increased Eight of the 10 companies expressed concern about the potential 

Rural Long-Distance Rates adverse impact on rural telephone service of deaveraged long-distance 
rates The other two companies noted that it was too early to estimate 
what the impact might be. The eight companies believed that deaver- 
aged, cost-based toll rates could or will cause higher rates for rural cus- 
tomers served by high cost companies. The result, as expressed by the 
manager of Colorado’s Big Sandy, will be a spiraling of higher rates and 
decreased use: decreasing long-distance usage due to increased rates; 
increasing local rates to recover costs lost through decreased toll reve- 
nues; customers dropping telephone service because of high rates; and 
the need to raise rates higher for those customers remaining on the net- 
work to make up for lost revenues. 

The FCC Chairman has stated that he will not allow AT&T to deaverage its 
interstate long-distance rates. As noted in chapter 2, however, some 
industry representatives think that averaged toll rates cannot be main- 
tained for very long in a competitive environment. Complicating the 
issue are certain state regulatory actions that some of the companies 
view with alarm. Baca Valley and Penasco Valley, the two companies in 
New Mexico, are extremely concerned about decisions being taken by I 
their state regulatory commission that they believe would deaverage 
intrastate toll rates and result in higher toll rates for their customers. 
(These decisions are discussed in detail in the appendixes.) 

Competitive Long-Distance The companies differed on whether their customers will benefit from 

Services in Rural Areas competitive long-distance services, although their views did depend, to a 
certain extent, on the company’s proximity to larger urban centers and 
the population density of their area. For example, both Big Sandy (Colo- 
rado) and Penasco Valley (New Mexico) said it was unlikely that AT&T 

will face competition in their service areas because of the low popula- 
tion density. (Both Penasco Valley and Big Sandy have less than two 
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subscribers per route mile compared to the REA average of five and one- 
half J 

On the other hand, MoKan Dial (Kansas) said AT&T may face competition 
within its service area because of the company’s close proximity to 
Kansas City. Another company, Eastern Slope (Colorado), said it antici- 
pates competition primarily in its Bennett exchange, a growing commu- 
nity 20 miles east of Denver. Bennett’s population has been increasing 
and will increase even more if Denver’s new international airport is built 
near Bennett. Currently, customers calling from the Bennett exchange to 
Denver must incur a toll call. According to the Eastern Slope general 
manager, the Bennett exchange customers prefer to have toll-free access 
to the Denver calling area. Other competitors might offer this type of 
service to the Bennett exchange. 

Although half the companies believe the Indiana Switch approach is a 
good one, most of the companies noted practical problems with its estab- 
lishment and implementation. Three companies questioned whether an 
adequate market existed for such a service; two companies thought it 
was either not profitable or not feasible; one company declined to partic- 
ipate in a proposed state effort because of how it would be financed; and 
another company tried to organize a “Missouri Switch” but could not 
convince two larger companies to participate. MoKan Dial, however, did 
mention that some independent telephone companies in Kansas have 
discussed building an independent toll network called the Kansas Inde- 
pendent Network. This network would use microwave to send toll 
messages and would bypass the Bell companies’ systems. 

Technological 
Improvements in Rural 
Teldphone Service 

The companies had a mixed outlook towards the potential for expansion 
and cost-reduction of rural telephone service through technological 
improvements. One of the companies, S & A (Kansas), planned to con- 
duct the industry’s first field trial of an Ultraphone digital radio tele- 
phone system. Installation was scheduled for 1986 and 1987. Eight of 
the companies have been replacing their old electromechanical switches 
with advanced digital switches. And several of the companies cited 
REX’S loan program and equipment standards program as important fac- 
tors in maintaining the quality of rural telephone systems. 

However, a number of the companies questioned whether technology 
was an immediate solution to keeping down rural telephone costs or 
improving service. Eastern Slope, Grand River, Green Hills, and MoKan 
Dial expressed various concerns about the potential benefits and cost- 
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effectiveness of new technology. Eastern Slope, although agreeing that 
new technology could reduce its operating costs, said the overall effect 
would be minimal. Grand River thought Ultraphone, cellular, and radio 
systems may not be cost-effective or provide quality service. Green Hills 
noted that it did not want to invest in digital switches because it 
believed their cost outweighs the potential benefits to its subscribers. 
And MoKan Dial, while recognizing that technology provided new ser- 
vices, said technology also creates pressure to raise rates. 

Besides these concerns, the S 8~ A manager observed that there are 
unknowns with the Ultraphone technology that it is testing, such as 
maintenance costs, that could affect its success. Finally, Big Sandy said 
its telephone system, installed in 1981, was in excellent condition and 
was one of the most modern systems available. The company did not 
think that any other technology existed that would reduce its operating 
costs. 

Company Response to 
Issues 

studied were taking few steps to respond specifically to the changing 
industry and regulatory environment. Except for the two companies 
that had filed for rate increases in connection with system upgrades, 

I none had immediate plans to increase rates, but several believed 
increases were likely in the next few years. Finally, although one com- 
pany was enthusiastic about new technology to improve service, the 
companies generally had mixed feelings about the potential of modern 
technology to expand service and reduce high rural telephone costs. 

Several of the companies were discussing diversifying into related busi- 
nesses For example, Green Hills said its response to the changing tele- 
phone industry was to expand into related services, such as mobile b 
telephone, paging, and answering services. Its general manager expected 
the telephone company to be the smallest portion of Green Hills’ busi- 
ness interests within 6 years. Dobson, Eastern Slope, and McLoud also 
were discussing diversifying into other areas, such as cable television. 

GAO Observations The five rural telephone issues had not significantly affected the 10 
small telephone companies that we studied. When we spoke with com- 
pany representatives, they were less concerned with their present situa- 
tion than with the uncertainty of future developments. The prospects 
for rural telephone companies and subscribers will depend on (1) future 
regulatory actions by the FCC and the states, (2) the extent to which the 
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increasingly competitive telecommunications industry finds rural areas 
attractive, and (3) the particular circumstances of each telephone 
company. 

The transition to the 26 percent interstate gross allocator and the imple- 
mentation of the Universal Service Fund are being phased in over a 
period of 8 years or more; and, if problems develop, they may not be felt 
for several years. In addition, some important regulatory issues are still 
under discussion at the FCC and the state public utility commissions. The 
decisions that come out of these discussions could have important impli- 
cations for small rural telephone companies and their subscribers. Small 
telephone companies are finding it difficult to plan in this uncertain 
environment. 

It is also difficult to assess the impact of rural telephone issues because 
the 10 companies m our case studies are so diverse. They differ in their 
subscriber growth, in their size, in their cost structure, in their suscepti- 
bility to competition, in their subscriber density, and in their profit- 
ability. It appears to us that they will be affected differently as the 
cumulative impact of the various regulatory decisions are felt. 

Because of the regulatory uncertainty and the diversity of the compa- 
nies we reviewed, we believe it is too early to judge whether rural tele- 
phone service will benefit from these many changes or whether, instead, 
universal service and affordable rates in rural areas are in danger. Nev- 
ertheless, the FCC has emphasized that it recognizes the special needs of 
rural telephone subscribers and that it is committed to ensuring the con- 
tinuation of universal telephone service at affordable rates. 

In chapter 2 we discuss a number of actions, such as establishing the 
Universal Service Fund, that the FCC has taken to protect universal ser- 
vice in high cost rural areas. While we recognize that the FCC’S actions 
are intended to assist small rural telephone companies, we believe it is 
critical for the FCC to have a means to assess whether these actions are, 
in fact, accomplishing the primary objective of ensuring the continua- 
tion of universal telephone service at affordable rates. The means 
chosen by the FCC is a monitoring program that collects information on 
subscrlbership levels, rates, and rate cases before state public utility 
commissions. 

In our June 1986 report, Telephone Communications: The FCC’S Moni- 
toring of Residential Teleohone Service (RCED~~-146), we pointed out 
that the FCC’S monitoring program relies on broadly aggregated data that 
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does not provide insight into conditions at the local level, particularly in 
rural areas. We recommended that the FCC work with RFX to develop an 
improved data collection program for rural telephone service, especially 
for identifying conditions that could threaten universal service. Subse- 
quently, the m Chairman implemented our recommendation, and the 
FCC and REA signed a formal agreement on July 16,1986. 

We believe that a strong monitoring program that collects current infor- 
mation on the health of small rural telephone companies is necessary to 
ensure that the regulatory decisions of the FCC and the states do not 
have unintended consequences. For example, a cause for concern is the 
number of RICA companies (248, or about 26 percent of all REA compa- 
nies) that have lost subscribers between 1981 and 1986. Four of the 
companies we studied also lost subscribers during this period. In addi- 
tion, most of the 10 companies cited the poor local economies in their 
service areas. While these conditions had not adversely affected the 
companies’ profitability through 1986, we believe it is reason for REA 

and the FCC to carefully watch subscriber-ship and other trends of small 
rural telephone companies. 

The agreement recently signed by the FCC and REA to collect information 
on, among other things, unusual changes in subscriber loss, rate 
changes, bypass, and toll revenues, if effectively implemented, should 
help provide the mechanism to protect universal service and affordable 
rates in rural areas. 
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&?&ndy Telecommunications, Inc. 
Simla, Colorado 

Background Big Sandy Telecommunications, Inc., a privately owned company located 
in Simla, Colorado, was formed in 1979 when the Simla company merged 
with the Ramah/Matheson company. After the 1979 merger, Big Sandy 
received an REA loan and in 1981 installed a new telephone plant. A ser- 
vice change to single-party from multi-party lines occurred after the 
plant was installed. 

Located in a rural area 60 miles northeast of Colorado Springs, Colo- 
rado, and 86 miles southeast of Denver, Colorado, Big Sandy has only 1 
exchange and provides service to portions of Elbert and El Paso coun- 
ties. Ranching and farming are the area’s dominant industries, followed 
by a few small businesses. Lower farm prices had weakened the area’s 
economy, but the service area population had remained stable. However, 
there was the potential for subscriber growth in El Paso County from 
the expansion of the Department of Defense’s Strategic Defense Initia- 
tive, commonly known as “Star Wars,” which is centered in Colorado 
Springs, Colorado. 

Service and Rates The number of subscribers increased between 1981 and 1986 from 684 
to 612, of which 646 were residential and 67 were business subscribers. 
Big Sandy had 636 single-party access lines; there were no multi-party 
access lines. The company had 366 miles of cable or 1.67 customers per 
mile. Approximately 90 percent of the households in the area had tele- 
phone service. 

Residential and business telephone service rates varied depending upon 
the type of service provided. Residential service began at $7.26 per 
month for rotary dial and business service started at 5 11.60 per month 
for single-line rotary dial. Residential subscribers and single-line busi- 
nesses paid an additional S2 per month for the FCC’S subscriber line I 
charge. Installation charges began at $10 and might be higher, 
depending on the amount of installation work done. Big Sandy cus- 
tomers could call approximately 600 other subscribers within the Big 
Sandy service area without paying long-distance rates. 

Big Sandy had not filed for a rate increase since 1981, and it did not 
plan to file for a rate increase. According to the manager, Big Sandy’s 
average monthly telephone bill had increased by about S2 since 1981 
because of the federal subscriber line charge. Other telephone bill 
increases between 1986 and 1986 were due to an increased number of 
toll calls from decreased toll rates. 
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However, the federal access charge might be waived for qualifying low- 
income Big Sandy customers. In July 1986, the FCC certified the Colorado 
lifeline plan for matching federal assistance benefits. Under the federal 
assistance program, those subscribers eligible under the state-approved 
lifeline plan would have their federal access charge waived equal to the 
amount of the state-provided benefit, but no greater than the full 
amount of the access charge. (See chap. 2 for additional discussion of 
the F&S lifeline program.) According to the company manager, approxi- 
mately 30 Big Sandy customers (6 percent) would qualify under this 
plan. The plan was optional for small telephone companies, but if 
adopted by Big Sandy, it would decrease eligible customers’ bills by $4 
per month and increase the remaining customers’ bills by about $. 10 per 
month to fund the reduced rates. Because of administrative costs and 
additional paperwork, however, Big Sandy had decided not to imple- 
ment this program at the time of our meeting. 

Financial Information Big Sandy’s net mcome in 1986 was about $196,000, or $317 per sub- 
scriber. The company received about 66 percent of its operating revenue 
of $818,000 from intrastate toll traffic, 34 percent from interstate toll 
traffic, 10 percent from local telephone traffic, and 1 percent from other 
sources. As a proportion of assets, its long-term debt was 66 percent. 

As table I.1 shows, except for 1982, when it lost money, Big Sandy had 
been profitable, with net income per subscriber ranging from a low of 
$233 to a high of $498 per subscriber in 1984. (Big Sandy only began 
filing financial and operating data with REA in 1981.) In 1986 the net 
income per subscriber fell to $317. The return on net worth had fluctu- 
ated in the same way as net income. Big Sandy’s accrual ratio per- 
centage rose to 91 percent in 1986 from 74 percent in 1984, but it was 
still well below REA’S “red flag” of 100 percent. 

Table i.1: Selected Financial Statlrtlcs, 
1991~jb Rate of 

Net income return on net 
per worth Accrual ratio 

Year rubscriber (percent) (percent) 
1981 $233 46 642 67 8 
1982 (11700) NA 1115 
1983 265 20 39 4 87 4 
1984 498 26 47 1 74 3 
1985 31667 31 6 90 8 
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In 1986, nontraffic-sensitive costs were $790 per line, above the national 
average of $213. Big Sandy’s interstate subscriber plant factor was 34 
percent, which was above the FCC’S intended maximum of 26 percent. 

Impact of Regulation Various regulatory and non-regulatory changes will affect Big Sandy. 

and Competition 
The company manager discussed the impact of the five issues we identi- 
fied on his company. 

Recovery of Nontraffic- 
Sensitive Costs 

The final implementation of the F-CC’S 26 percent gross allocator will 
cause a revenue loss for Big Sandy; however, the Universal Service Fund 
will compensate for more than 100 percent of the revenue loss. In fact, 
the Universal Service F’und will result in a 287 percent increase over the 
final year’s gross allocator revenue loss. Therefore, the net effect on Big 
Sandy revenues of the gross allocator phase-down and the Universal 
Service F’und phase-in will be a projected revenue increase of $16.07 per 
line per month in 1993. The manager said customer rates will probably 
not change because of the phase-down. 

In addition to these federal changes, Big Sandy’s manager said that 
Mountain Bell, because of the threat of intrastate competition from MCI, 
US Sprint, and other carriers, was looking into ways to reduce its intra- 
state toll payments to independent telephone companies in Colorado. 
Specifically, Mountain Bell had developed three cost-sharing alterna- 
tives: the reduction of the intrastate subscriber plant factor, an 
originating responsibility plan, and a customer access line charge similar 
to the FCC access charge. These three alternatives would produce various 
effects. (See apps. VII and VIII for how the two New Mexico companies 
view their state’s originating responsibility plan.) 

According to company estimates, the first alternative- reducing the 
intrastate subscriber plant factor to (1) whichever is lower, the sub- 
scriber plant factor or a subscriber line usage factor;’ (2) 26 percent; or 
(3) zero-would cause Big Sandy a revenue loss per access line per 
month of $13,816, or S33, respectively. According to the manager, Big 
Sandy might have to recover these losses through increased local rates if 
the subscriber plant factor reduction goes into effect. Mountain Bell 

‘Llne usage is a measure of the relative usage of each subscriber hne between local and toll calls and 
ls baaed on the ratio of actual unweighted minutes of use for each service 
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wanted the subscriber plant factor reduction to take place in 1986; how- 
ever, the proposal had not been brought before the Colorado Public Util- 
ities Commission because agreement had not been reached on its 
implementation. 

Under the second alternative, the originating responsibility plan, the 
manager believed the company might lose subscribers because of higher 
rates. Under this plan, the telephone company where the call originates 
pays an access charge to each telephone company that helps transmit 
the call to its destination. This, the manager explained, would result in 
deaveraged toll rates, causing the customer to pay different rates 
depending on where a call is originated and terminated. Big Sandy’s 
originating responsibility plan impact study shows an intrastate/intra- 
LATA telephone rate increase per customer of S7.64 per month. A possi- 
bility exists that Big Sandy could lose customers because of such an 
increase. However, this plan had not been implemented because Moun- 
tain Bell had not submitted its proposal to the Colorado Public Utilities 
Commission. 

The third alternative-the customer access line charge-was proposed 
in September 1983. This charge is similar to the current federal access 
charge, which increases customers’ telephone bills by $2 per month. In 
addition, Mountain Bell’s proposal would have each telephone company 
within the state charging a different rate based on that company’s costs 
allocated to intrastate toll. Instead, the other telephone companies 
wanted to use an average customer access line charge. Mountain Bell did 
not agree to this idea, although Big Sandy’s manager believed Mountain 
Bell’s customer rates would not increase substantially using either 
method. For example, the average customer access line charge would 
range from $.33 in 1984 to $2.20 by 1990 for all telephone compames in 
Colorado, including Mountain Bell. Under Mountain Bell’s plan, how- 
ever, Mountain Bell’s customer access line charge would range from S.32 
in 1984 to $2.07 by 1990; a decrease of $.Ol in 1984 to $.13 by 1990 
over the average customer access line charge. 

The manager believed Mountain Bell’s proposal might adversely affect 
rural telephone companies. For example, Big Sandy’s charge under the 
Mountain Bell plan would be the highest in the state-$2.90 in 1984 to 
$26.16 in 1990, an increase of $2.67 in 1984 to $23.96 in 1990 over the 
average customer access line charge. Mountain Bell’s proposal, however, 
was not sent to the state Public Utility Commission because an agree- 
ment between the Colorado telephone companies and Mountain Bell 
could not be reached. 
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Increased Regulatory and 
Administrative Burdens 

Big Sandy’s manager estimated that his paperwork had more than 
tripled since the AT&T divestiture on January 1, 1984. Prior to the divest- 
iture, Big Sandy settled all toll revenues with Mountain Bell using one 
settlement method. By 1986, Big Sandy had to settle with AT&T and NECA 

for interstate toll revenues, AT&T for intrastate/inter-LA%4 toll revenues, 
and Mountain Bell for intrastate/intra-u?‘A toll revenues. Each of these 
settlements used a different method. 

In addition, information requests from NECA, the state, and the federal 
government had caused consulting costs to increase 43 percent, from 
about $17,000 in 1986 to over $24,000 in just the first 6 months of 1986. 
Travel expenses also rose because company officials were attending as 
many industry and state meetings as possible in order to understand the 
regulatory changes taking place. 

The revision to the FCC’S uniform system of accounts means more 
detailed financial information will be required of telephone companies 
accounts.2 Consequently, according to the company manager, paperwork 
would increase further, consulting costs would increase, and customer 
rates might increase, as well. 

Potential for Increased Toll deaveraging, which might result from Mountain Bell’s originating 

Rural Long-Distance Rates responsibility plan, would create a vicious cycle for Big Sandy’s cus- 
tomers and operations, according to the company manager. Deaveraged 
toll rates would cause higher toll rates. Consequently, customers would 
decrease long-distance telephone usage; the company would have to 
increase local rates to recover costs lost through decreased toll revenues; 
customers would be lost; rates would have to be increased. 

I 

Competitive Long-Distance It is unlikely that AT&T will face competition in the Big Sandy service 

S&vices in Rural Areas area because of the low population density per square mile and the high 
costs of providing telephone service. However, if Mountain Bell is 
allowed to provide inter%%rA service within Colorado, AT&T will face 
competition from Mountain Bell. 

Cable television, cellular telephone, and shared tenant services (i.e., tele- 
phone service exclusively for building tenants) were not likely sources 

2The uniform system of accounts that the FCC reqwres for telephone comparues under its .WsdicUon 
provides a means for classifymg, recordmg, interpretmg, and reportmg a tamer’s financml mforma- 
tion State and RICA regulations impose the FCC’s uniform system of accounts on many small tele- 
phone companies. 
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of competition in Big Sandy’s service area. Big Sandy purchased two 
small cable systems in Simla, Colorado, and Calhan, Colorado, in 1986, 
thus eliminating other competitors from providing television and tele- 
phone service through this source. The company had also banded 
together with other independent telephone companies to form Cellular, 
Inc., for investment purposes and plans to provide cellular telephone 
service to its customers sometime in the future. 

“Resellers,” however, may be a source of long-distance competition in 
the Big Sandy area. A reseller was operating in the area, but it was not 
yet having a large impact on Big Sandy. Reselling is a form of bypass. A 
reseller subscribes to the local telephone company lines in a service area, 
thereby accessing the lines, and then offers service through itself to 
other customers at a lower rate than the telephone company charges. 
For example, a reseller could purchase 6 lines through Big Sandy and 
serve 10 or more customers through these 6 lines, thereby taking these 
10 customers and revenues away from Big Sandy. 

Technological 
ImprOvements in Rural 
Telephone Service 

The current telephone plant consists of a digital switchboard with 
underground cable. Built in 1981 after receipt of an REA loan, the system 
was in excellent condition, according to the company manager, and was 
one of the most modern systems available. He did not think any other 
technology existed that could reduce its operating cost. 

REA had been a great help for Big Sandy, according to the manager. REA 
equipment standards help small companies because they do not have to 
hire engineers. Big Sandy had no plan to invest in new telephone equip- 
ment since it installed a new system in 1981; however, it might purchase 
equipment sometime in the future, and an REA loan might be necessary, 
depending on interest rates. 

Reqhnse and Future 
Plans 

Big Sandy’s manager said the company was trying to keep up with the 
many industry changes and to minimize any of their negative effects. 
The implementation of the 26 percent gross allocator would reduce reve- 
nues, but the Universal Service Fund would compensate for over 100 
percent of this revenue shortfall. The telephone plant was in excellent 
condition and customer rate increases were unlikely at the time of our 
interview. Future federal and state changes could, however, cause rate 
increases and subscribership decreases for Big Sandy. The company had 
diversified into cable television and cellular telephone service. 
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Eastern Slope Rural Telephone Association, Inc. 
Hugo, Colorado 

Background The Eastern Slope Rural Telephone Association, Inc., is a cooperative 
founded in 1962 to provide telephone service to rural areas in eastern 
Colorado. Refore Eastern Slope, a major portion of eastern rural Colo- 
rado was either without telephone service or had telephone service in 
limited quantity and quality. 

Eastern Slope’s service area covers 6,166 square miles. It has 10 
exchanges in 6 counties- Adams, Cheyenne, Kiowa, Kit Carson, Lincoln, 
and Washington. The closest large urban area is Denver, which is any- 
where from 20 to 120 miles from Eastern Slope, depending on the 
exchange. 

The principal economic activities within the service area revolve around 
farming, ranching, and the oil industry. Company officials noted that 
the population had declined in all of Eastern Slope’s exchanges except 
the Bennett area, which is 20 miles from Denver and growing rapidly. In 
1986 and 1986, Hugo, the town in which Eastern Slope’s headquarters is 
located, has seen a decline resulting in the closing of small businesses 
such as gas stations and restaurants. 

Service and Rates At the end of 1986, Eastern Slope provided single-party service to all of 
its 3,662 subscribers (2,968 residential and 694 business). For these sub- 
scribers, there were 3,838 access lines. Between 1976 and 1986, the 
number of subscribers rose gradually from 2,861 to 3,662, with the big- 
gest increase, 380 subscribers, in 1983. (Approximately 92 percent of 
the households in the service area had telephone service.) There were 
1.74 subscribers per mile of cable. 

Eastern Slope’s rates varied between residential and business customers 
and by type of service. The least costly basic residential service rate was b 
$6.20 per month for single-party, rotary service. The least costly busi- 
ness rate was $7.96 per month for single-party, rotary service. In addi- 
tion, residential and single-line business subscribers baid 82 per month 
for the FCC’S subscriber line charge. Roth of these services provide 
unlimited local calling. Subscribers could call anywhere from 90 to 1,000 
other subscribers without making a toll call, depending on the size of the 
exchange in which they were located. However, they incurred a toll call 
whenever they called to another exchange. 

Eastern Slope’s installation charges varied depending on the amount of 
work necessary to connect a customer. For new service the lowest instal- 
lation charge was 831, which included a service order and central office 
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connection. Installation charges were the same for both residential and 
business customers. 

The company had not increased its rates since 1983, and was not in the 
process of filing for a rate increase. The only change in the total bill 
since 1983 was the federal subscriber access charge. There had been 
some discussion of increasing rates in the future because of a gradual 
decrease in toll revenues. However, the company board was reluctant to 
raise rates since it is a cooperative whose owners are also its sub- 
scribers. It did not offer special discount rates for low-income 
customers. 

Eastern Slope’s telephone plant consisted of 10 central offices, 6 of 
which were electromechanical and 4 of which were digital. The age of 
the plant varied with each central office; some equipment had been in 
place since 1962, and some was installed in 1986. The company intended 
to constantly upgrade its underground cable plant and those central 
offices that are not digital. 

Financial Information Eastern Slope’s net margin in 1986 was about S708,000, or S194 per sub- 
scriber. The cooperative received about 38 percent of its S2.3 million m 
operating revenues from intrastate toll traffic, 36 percent from inter- 

/ state toll traffic, 16 percent from local telephone traffic, and 10 percent 
from other sources. As a proportion of assets, the company’s long-term 
debt is 49 percent. 

As table II.1 shows, the rate of return on net worth had fluctuated 
during the lo-year period but stayed between the high of 21 percent 
earned in 1976 and the low of 12 percent earned in 1983. The net income 
per subscriber gradually increased from 1976 to 1984 ($103 to $226, 
respectively) but decreased to 8194 in 1986. The accrual ratio had 
remained between 76 and 83 percent. 
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Table 11.1: Selected Flnanclal Statlrtler, 
1976-86 Rate of 

Net margln return on net 

Year 
PO' worth Accrual ratlo 

subrcrlber (percent) (percent) 
1976 $10312 21 2 77 7 

1977 81 39 150 831 

1978 10817 184 786 

1979 13432 205 762 

1980 13519 184 787 

1981 17335 209 752 

1982 14929 161 830 

1983 16485 121 821 

1984 22639 19.7 765 

1985 193 86 149 833 

The 1986 nontraffic-sensitive costs per line were $278. (The national 
average was $213.) Company officials explained that the level of their 
nontraffic-sensitive costs results from the relatively low customer den- 
sity inherent m their service area. Eastern Slope’s interstate subscriber 
plant factor was 39 percent, which was above the FCC’S intended max- 
imum of 26 percent. 

Impact of Regulation Various regulatory and non-regulatory issues at both the federal and 

and Competition 
state level will affect Eastern Slope. Company officials discussed the 
impact of the five issues we identified on their company. 

qeco\;ery of Nontraffic- 
Sknsitive Costs 

Although the FCC decision on the 26 percent allocator will decrease reve- 
nues, the Universal Service Fund will compensate for a large percent of 
the revenue lost. Therefore, when both the 26 percent allocator and the b 
Universal Service Fund are completely in place in 1993, the net effect, 
based on company estimates, will be a revenue loss of S 1.64 per line per 
month. 

In addition to federal regulatory changes, Eastern Slope officials pointed 
out that regulatory issues within Colorado are still being developed and 
discussed, which could affect the recovery of nontraffic-sensitive costs. 
However, when we spoke with them they did not feel that the effects 
could be determined. They believed Mountain Bell’s originating responsi- 
bility plan will require the company to increase rates and possibly staff. 
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(Details of New Mexico’s originating responsibility plan are discussed in 
apps. VII and VIII.) 

Potential for Increased Intrastate and interstate geographic toll rate deaveraging would have a 
Rural Long-Distance Rates negative effect on Eastern Slope’s customers and operations, according 

to company officials. Eastern Slope is considered a high-cost company 
and serves a rural area. Therefore, under toll deaveraging its cost-based 
rates would be higher than those charged by Mountain Bell in lower-cost 
urban areas. Since Mountain Bell’s rates would be lower, subscribers 
would be encouraged to bypass Eastern Slope’s facilities to gain direct 
access to these cheaper rates. This bypassing could result in a reduction 
in toll revenues from these subscribers. 

hcreased Regulatory and 
Administrative Burdens 

Regulatory and non-regulatory changes have significantly increased 
administrative costs, such as staff time, consulting fees, accounting, and 
travel, since 1983. For example, Eastern Slope officials estimated that 
administrative costs increased by $90,800, or 36 percent, (from 
$249,700 to S340,600) between 1983 and 1986. This increase averages 
out to $2.07 per month per subscriber. In addition, they felt increased 
information requests from the federal and state commissions and joint 
boards will have some effect on the company’s operations and sub- 
scribers’ bills. 

The implementation of a revised uniform system of accounts will also 
have a major effect on the operations of the organization, according to 
company officials. The conversion to a new accounting system will be 
time-consuming to accomplish, stressful to the employees, and costly to 
implement. The additional costs to install a new accounting system will 
be absorbed by Eastern Slope. 

Eastern Slope believed that the many federal and state changes would 
adversely affect its ability to maintain its subscriber base and keep its 
rates low. Rates would increase and, therefore, subscribers would leave 
the network. The company felt that the FCC does not have rural areas, 
along with the concept of universal service, in mind when making policy 
decisions. 
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Competitive Long-Distance Eastern Slope anticipated competition primarily in its Bennett exchange, 
Services in Rural Areas a growing community 20 miles east of Denver. Bennett’s population had 

been increasing and will increase even more so if Denver’s new intema- 
tional airport is built near Bennett. At the time of our review, customers 
calling from the Bennett exchange to Denver had to incur a toll call. The 
Eastern Slope general manager told us that Bennett exchange customers 
preferred to have toll-free access to the Denver calling area. Other com- 
petitors could offer this type of service to the Bennett exchange, which 
would mean a loss of customers for Eastern Slope and increased rates 
for remaining customers. If customers discontinue service and rates con- 
tinue to increase, the general manager thought universal telephone ser- 
vice could be threatened. 

Eastern Slope expected other forms of competition, primarily in the Ben- 
nett exchange. Competition might result from bypass and other compa- 
nies providing telephone maintenance, inside wiring, toll, and telephone 
sales service. Also, AT&T and Mountain Bell would probably face compe- 
tition from other exchange carriers, such as MCI, US Sprint, and resel- 
lers, in the company’s service area. 

Technologica 
Improvements in Rural 
Telephone Services 

Although new technology could reduce Eastern Slope’s operating costs 
because maintenance expenses would be reduced, company officials 
believed its overall effect would be minimal, One of Eastern Slope’s 
exchange areas could be affected by cellular telephone service in the 
near future, which could mean additional competition for Eastern Slope. 

Company officials did point out that REA'S loan program allows a tele- 
phone cooperative like Eastern Slope to upgrade facilities with 
approved equipment and provide reliable and quality service to sub- 
scribers. Upgrading from aerial to buried telephone plant, for example, b 
increases the reliability of the equipment because this newer technology 
protects the customer’s service from lightning storms, which are 
common in this part of the country. Eastern Slope had plans to upgrade 
its telephone plant, and it would need an REA loan. 

Response and Future 
Rims 

Eastern Slope had many discussions at its board meetings on main- 
taming low rates and on the possibility of diversifying into other areas, 
such as cable television. The company had also discussed ways to cope 
with the many regulatory changes it faces. Company officials felt that 
rate increases were inevitable as toll revenues continued to decline. 
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However, since the company is a cooperative, company officials will 
keep rates as low as operations permit. 
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Edokan Did, Inc. 
Lmisburg, Kansas 

Background MoKan Dial, Inc., is a family-owned business. It was formed in 1961 
when its owners purchased and linked two telephone systems: a rural 
cooperative system run by local farmers and a town system in Louis- 
burg, Kansas, which belonged to the father of one of the purchasers. 
MoKan Dial provides conventional telephone services and does not 
engage in other businesses. 

MoKan Dial’s 11 employees operate 4 exchanges in 2 eastern Kansas 
counties and 1 northwestern Missouri county. The service area covers 
191 square miles. Although farming is the most prevalent business in 
the service area, many individuals commute to jobs in the Kansas City, 
Kansas, and Kansas City, Missouri, areas. 

Service and Rates MoKan Dial served 2,196 subscribers at the end of 1986 and had a den- 
sity of 6.47 subscribers per mile of telephone cable. Subscribership had 
increased 14 percent since 1976 and 4 percent since 1981. MoKan Dial’s 
general manager said the company did not track the number of house- 
holds subscribing to its telephone services, but he estimated that over 90 
percent of households in the service area had telephones. 

All of the company’s subscribers had single-party service. During the 
lo-year period ending December 31,1986, the company increased the 
value of its telephone plant from about $2.6 million to about 83.7 mil- 
lion. The last system modernization took place in 1974. 

Basic service rates had not increased since 1974. Residential rates for 
rotary dial service ranged from $6.26 to $6.60, and business rates 
ranged from S8.60 to $9.20. Residential and single-line business sub- 
scribers also paid an additional S2 per month for the FCC’S subscriber 
line charge and a $1 telephone rental fee if the subscriber did not own a . 
telephone. These basic service charges permitted subscribers in the Lou- 
isburg and Freeman exchanges to call about 1,800 subscribers without 
incurring a toll charge. Those in the Rantoul exchange could reach about 
246 other subscribers, and those in the Hillsdale exchange could reach 
about 220 subscribers. The company charged $12.76 to install a single- 
line telephone. 

The company’s business and accounting consultant estimated that the 
1986 average subscriber bill was about 861 per month. Of this amount, 
about S24 was for intrastate tolls, approximately $10 was for local ser- 
vice and subscriber access charges, about S 16 was for interstate tolls, 
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and about $2 was for federal and state taxes. MoKan Dial did not offer 
discounted rates to low-income subscribers. 

Financial Information MoKan’s net income in 1986 was about 8223,000, or S102 per sub- 
scriber. The company received about 62 percent of its operating reve- 
nues of $1.4 million from intrastate traffic, 28 percent from interstate 
traffic, and 19 percent from local telephone traffic. Thus, the company 
relied on toll service for about 80 percent of its 1986 revenues. Between 
1976 and 1986, increases in toll revenue outpaced increases in local 
traffic revenue. Specifically, local telephone revenue increased by about 
40 percent while toll revenue increased by 316 percent. Also, during this 
period the company’s long-term debt declined from about 76 percent of 
assets to about 46 percent of assets. 

As table III. 1 shows, the company’s financial condition was profitable 
over the period despite some fluctuations in net income per subscriber 
and rate of return on net worth. From 1976 to 1981, the trend of net 
income per subscriber and rate of return on net worth was upward, but 
then both declined in 1982. Between 1982 and 1986, net income per sub- 
scriber increased slightly in 1983, more than doubled in 1984, but 
dropped again in 1986. For the same period, rate of return on net worth 
also rose in 1984 and declined in 1986. MoKan’s accrual ratio percentage 
between 1976 and 1986 has ranged from 76 percent to 91 percent, 
staying below 100 percent. 

1 
Table III.1 Selected Flnanclal Statlrtlcs, 
197666 Rate of 

Net Income return on net 
Per worth Accrual ratio 

Year rubrcriber (percent) (percent) 
1976 $35.50 163 850 

1977 5612 21 4 801 b 
1978 7239 252 773 
1979 7019 309 80 
1980 105 39 35.0 747 

1981 11895 31 5 758 
1982 58.78 135 1383 
1983 6011 119 906 

1984 12931 190 030 
1985 10204 144 875 
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The 1986 unseparated nontraffic-sensitive revenue requirement per 
loop for MoKan Dial’s Missouri exchange was 6276, which was above 
the national average of $213. The Missouri interstate subscriber plant 
factor was 24 percent, which was already below the 26 percent max- 
imum intended by the FCC. The 1986 nontraffic-sensitive revenue 
requirement for its Kansas exchange was $219 per loop. The Kansas 
interstate subscriber plant factor was 33 percent. 

Impact of Regulation The MoKan Dial general manager said that the company had not yet 

and Competition 
experienced any significant adverse effects from recent federal and 
state regulatory changes. Rather, his concerns focused on what might 
happen in the future. He discussed the impact of the five issues we iden- 
tified on his company. 

Recovery of Nontraffic- 
Sensitive Costs 

MoKan Dial did not expect a highly significant change in its revenues 
due to the FCC’S 26 percent gross allocator decision. MoKan Dial’s consul- 
tant said that the company will receive $6,141 less in interstate toll rev- 
enues annually. The company’s Missouri exchange will generate $994.60 
from the Universal Service Fund in 1986. The Kansas exchanges do not 
qualify for compensation. 

Neither Kansas nor Missouri had made any recent regulatory changes 
that MoKan Dial believed would significantly affect its operations. How- 
ever, Kansas had called for hearings on whether to reduce intrastate toll 
rates and charge subscribers a $1 toll access charge. 

Increased Regulatory and 
Administrative Burdens 

Additional requests for information had increased the company’s admin- 
istrative costs, according to the general manager, Although he could not b 
document the full amount of the cost increase, he discussed how costs 
had increased. First, AT&T’S breakup indirectly required the company to 
file 66 reports annually for each state. Second, in 1982 he made two to 
three business trips per year; now he makes about two per month, and 
he does not attend every meeting he would like to. Third, the company 
spent about $48,000 and $86,000 for consulting services in 1983 and 
1986, respectively. Fourth, in 1983 the company spent $17,421 for 
billing services; in 1986 it spent $31,349. The increase was due to the 
changing nature of the information the company required and not a 
price increase from the billing company. And fifth, revising the uniform 
system of accounts will create more bookkeeping. 
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Potential for Increased The general manager felt that deaveraging interstate and intrastate toll 
Rural Long-Distance Rates rates would probably cause higher telephone rates. 

Competitive Long-Distance The general manager told us that AT&T might face competition from 
Services in Rural Areas resellers within the company’s service area because of the company’s 

close proximity to Kansas City, Kansas. Some independent telephone 
companies in Kansas had discussed building an independent toll net- 
work called the Kansas Independent Network. The system would use 
microwave to send toll messages and would bypass the Bell companies’ 
systems. 

The company was closely following the potential for cellular services. 
Kansas City’s proximity could mean that a cellular company might 
reach some of its subscribers. MoKan Dial would then have to compete, 
i.e., offer cellular services, to keep its subscriber base. 

Technological 
lmprovements in Rural 
Telephone Service 

The company had not targeted any new technology that it felt would 
provide service at lower cost. New technology provides new services, 
but the investment creates pressure to raise rates. 

The company was obtaining estimates on updating its electromechanical 
switches to digital in two of its four exchanges. The company secured an 
REA loan 6 years ago for this purpose on the basis of the projected 
growth rate in subscribers, but it delayed the investment when the 
expected growth did not materialize. 

Response and Future 
Plahs 

Regarding the company’s future plans, the general manager said he had 
few long-range plans because planning was difficult when the future is 
as uncertain as it is in the telephone industry. Also, he had not made 
specific plans for adjusting to the loss in revenues caused by the FCC’S 
gross allocator decision because (1) the impact was not expected to be 
severe and (2) specific plans could not be made until he knew if the state 
will set an allocator for state tolls. The FCC’S 26 percent allocator deci- 
sion would not, by itself, cause the company to increase its basic service 
rates. 

In addition, the general manager said the FCC and the state public utili- 
ties commission were not assisting the company to adapt to the changing 
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industry. The greatest assistance to rural independent telephone compa- 
nies would be for the FCC to better educate itself about rural telephone 
companies. 
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S & A Telephone Company 
Allen, Kansas 

Background The S & A Telephone Company is a family-run business established in 
1939 when the president’s family purchased an existing telephone 
system. It was incorporated as the S 8~ A Telephone Company in 1963. 
S 8~ A provides conventional telephone services and has a vested 
interest in a partnership with Southwestern Bell to provide cellular tele- 
phone service in Topeka, Kansas. 

The company’s six employees operate two exchanges within Osage and 
Lyon counties, Kansas. The service area covers 176 square miles about 
40 miles south and southwest of Topeka and about 20 miles north of 
Emporia, Kansas. 

S & A serves rural communities where farming is the main industry. The 
general manager said the farming community is declining economically, 
but his subscribers are located close enough to Topeka and Emporia to 
find work without having to move from the service area, giving S & A a 
relatively stable subscribership. 

Sewice and Rates 

/ 

At the end of 1986, S & A served 744 subscribers, had a density of 3.44 
subscribers per mile of telephone cable, and maintained 216 miles of 
cable. About 80 percent of its subscribers had single-party service, and 
the remainder had four-party service. From 1976 to 1986, subscriber- 
ship increased 6 percent. Reaching its peak in 1981 of 770, subscriber- 
ship has since fluctuated within a relatively stable range. S &Z A did not 
track information on the number of households with telephone service, 
but the general manager estimated that about 96 percent of households 
within the service area had telephones. 

The company had not raised its basic service rates since 1978. The rates 
for residential rotary dial service ranged from $6.80 for four-party ser- 
vice to $6.10 for single-party service. Rates for business subscribers 
ranged from $8.46 to $11.90. These rates did not include $1 for equip- 
ment rental for subscribers who do not own a telephone and a $2 federal 
subscriber line charge for residential and single-line business sub- 
scribers. Telephone installation charges reached a maximum of $14. 

S & A’s business and accounting consultant estimated that the 1986 
average monthly subscriber payment was about $47. Of this payment, 
approximately $9 was for local service and federal acceSs charges, $28 
was for intrastate tolls, S8 was for interstate tolls, and $2 was for state 
and federal taxes. The company did not offer discounts to low-income 
subscribers. 
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Financial Information In 1986 S & A’s net income was about $68,000, or $92 per subscriber. 
S & A earned operating revenues of about S470,OOO. About 68 percent of 
these revenues came from intrastate toll traffic, 21 percent from inter- 
state toll traffic, and 19 percent from local telephone traffic. Thus, the 
company relied on toll traffic for about 79 percent of its revenues. 
Between 1976 and 1986, toll revenues increased a little more than 300 
percent, while local revenues increased about 66 percent. In the last 10 
years, the company’s long-term debt declined from 79 percent of assets 
to 64 percent of assets. 

As table IV.1 shows, the company’s financial condition had been profit- 
able despite some fluctuations. Between 1976 and 1983, net income per 
subscriber fluctuated within a range of S 18 to $69. During these years, 
movements in the rate of return on net worth corresponded to changes 
in net income per subscriber. Net income per subscriber in 1984 and 
1986 was the highest in 10 years, while the rate of return increased to 
levels attained by the company in the early 1980’s. 

S & A’s accrual ratio ranged from 86 percent to 97 percent between 1976 
and 1986. The company’s accrual ratio was 89 percent in 1986. This 
measure indicates that the company had sufficient operating revenues 
to meet its operating expenses and fixed charges. 

Table IV.l: Selected Flnanclal 
Stetlotlcs, 1976-86 

Year 
1976 
1977 

1978 

Rate of 
Net income return on net 

per worth Accrual ratio 
subscriber (percent) (percent) 

$3363 196 847 
1821 99 923 

2778 135 89 5 

1979 3975 170 875 I 
1980 5922 187 862 

1981 4427 133 921 

1982 37.64 97 94.5 

1983 21 22 54 973 

1984 89 38 161 882 

1985 92.11 135 894 

According to the company’s business and accounting consultant, S & A’s 
1986 nontraffic-sensitive revenue requirement was S424 per loop. This 
per loop figure exceeded the national average of S213 per loop. The 
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company’s subscriber plant factor, which was 23 percent, was below the 
FCC’s intended maximum allocator of 26 percent. 

Impact of Regulation 
and Competition 

S & A’s general manager said that federal and state regulatory changes 
had not significantly affected the company, and the company had not 
experienced any competition to date. However, he was concerned that 
regulators may deaverage tolls or change the settlements structure and 
cause the company to receive less in toll revenues. He was also con- 
cerned about competition for intrastate and interstate toll service and its 
effects on the industry. He discussed the impact of the five issues we 
identified on his company. 

Recovery of Nontraffic- 
Sensitive Costs 

The company will not be significantly affected by the FCC’S 26 percent 
allocator decision because S & A’s subscriber plant factor is already 
below the FCC’S intended maximum, The company will probably qualify 
for compensation from the Universal Service Fund because its per line 
costs are high relative to other companies. According to the consultant, 
the company will receive g8,678 from the fund in 1986. 

Although the general manager said that no recent Kansas regulations 
had adversely affected the company’s operations or rates, he was con- 
cerned that state commissions felt pressure from the FCC’S access charge 
decision to make a similar decision. 

Incrhsed Regulatory and 
Adtiinistrative Burdens 

The company’s administrative tasks had greatly increased since AT&T'S 
divestiture. Divestiture created new organizations and new issues. Two 
state associations, several national associations, the national toll pool, 
the state toll pool, AT&T, and Southwestern Bell all hold meetings to dis- 
cuss issues and strategy, and travel has increased five-fold. Supplying 
information to these organizations had increased the company’s admin- 
istrative burden. The FCC’S proposed revision of its uniform system of 
accounts will also mean an additional charge from the company’s 
accounting consultant for time spent changing to the new system. 

Pothtial for Increased 
Rural Long-Distance Rates 

The general manager believed that geographic toll deaveraging would 
devastate rural economies. Rural subscribers depend on toll service for 
their basic needs, and deaveraging would significantly increase toll bills. 
Higher toll bills would create public relations problems, could cause uni- 
versal service to decline, and would be a barrier to rural economic 
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growth. Deaveraging would be one more link in a destructive chain reac- 
tion within the farm economy. 

Competitive Long-Distance According to the general manager, AT&T might face competition from US 
Services in Rural Areas Sprint because that carrier was routing its fiber optic cable across 

S & A’s service area in two locations. He was also concerned that a cel- 
lular company doing business in Topeka or Emporia could connect S & A 
customers to those cities’ telephone systems. Customers near those cities 
would much prefer to be on the city systems and avoid the toll charges 
incurred when calling these cities. In addition, Kansas was letting resel- 
lers compete for intrastate toll business. 

Technological 
1,mprovements in Rural 
Telephone Service 

S %Z A’s general manager said the company’s physical plant was new in 
1969 (Allen exchange) and 1977 (Scranton exchange). About 98 percent 
of the system was buried cable and about 2 percent was aerial. 

In response to the changing telephone industry, S & A was looking to 
new technology. After obtaining REA loan approval in 1983, S & A 
reevaluated its decision to lay new cable and explored the idea of using 
a wireless telephone system. The company planned to conduct the 
industry’s first field trial of an Ultraphone digital radio telephone 
system. This new system would supplement the current system. Installa- 
tion is scheduled for 1986 and 1987. 

The general manager had a positive view of the impact of REA’S loan 
program on rural telephone service. REA provides low-interest loans, sets 
industry standards, and offers technical assistance. It is leading the way 
to designing new construction criteria that will permit new technologies. 
S 8 A depends on REA for help with loans and new technology. Commer- 
cial monies are not available to finance small telephone companies 
because they are poor financial risks by commercial standards. Without 
ROSA, the general manager saw, in the long term, deterioration and aban- 
donment of the plant. 

Response and Future S & A’s general manager believed he had not gotten the assurance he 

Fh3 
wanted that regulators would support universal service. The general 
manager provided the following comments on the company’s future 
plans and general response to the changing industry: 
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The company had no specific plans regarding the FCC’S allocator decision 
because it should not experience any impact warranting a response. 
The company requested a rate increase in 1983 when it was taking the 
initial steps to upgrade the current system. However, Kansas indicated 
it would not act on the request until the new system was in place. 
S & A’s request was based on REA’S recommendation that residential 
rates be set at $10 (not including equipment rental and federal access 
charges). 
Long-range plans consisted of working for stability through political 
efforts and supporting universal service at affordable rates. 
If regulators deaverage toll rates or significantly change toll settlements, 
he may decide to leave the telephone business. 
REA’S 1983 loan approval for a new cable system was for about $1 mil- 
lion, but the uncertainty and changes within the industry made the man- 
ager uncomfortable about investing large amounts. The Ultraphone 
system, which S & A was field-testing for adequacy of design and ser- 
vice, will cost about $300,000 to install. 
Wireless technology can only be employed when a company does not 
have a full complement of cable or is installing a new system. Installa- 
tion costs are less, but maintenance costs are still unknown, and life 
expectancy is about half that of a cable system’s. As costs go down, 
wireless systems will become more practical, especially where the ter- 
rain is hazardous for laying cable. 

The general manager stated that neither the FCC nor the Kansas State 
Corporation Commission were helping S & A adjust to industry changes. 
Rather, FCC decisions reflected a lack of knowledge about the rural situ- 
ation and create headaches, confusion, and uncertainty. In his opinion, 
FCC accommodations to rural telephone companies are forced only by 
political pressures. 
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Background Grand River Mutual Telephone Corporation was organized as a coopera- 
tive in June 1961 to upgrade the quality of telephone service in the com- 
munity. The company provided conventional telephone services and 
planned to offer paging services sometime in the future. 

The company’s 90 employees operate 44 exchanges in 12 northwestern 
Missouri and 8 southern Iowa counties. The service area covers 4,064 
square miles northeast of Kansas City, Missouri, and south of Des 
Moines, Iowa. Subscribers commonly travel to these cities for major ser- 
vices such as auto purchases and medical care. Both cities are approxi- 
mately 100 miles distant for most subscribers, depending on the point of 
origination from the service area. Local economic centers, such as 
Bethany and Trenton, Missouri, are about 16 to 26 miles away for most 
subscribers. 

The general manager said the service area includes rural commumties 
with farms and supporting businesses, such as grain elevators, and 
retail and service businesses, such as banks, gas stations, and restau- 
rants. The general economic condition had been poor and several grain 
elevators and banks within the service area had closed in recent years. 
The company serves several large business operations including a 
college. 

Service and Rates At the end of 1986, Grand River served 17,736 subscribers and had a 
density of 3.61 subscribers per mile of telephone cable. Between 1976 
and lQ80, subscribership increased by 3 percent However, between 
1981 and 1986 subscribership fell almost 7 percent. Company officials 
were very concerned about this trend. 

About 86 percent of subscribers received single-party service, and 16 b 
percent had multi-party service. Grand River maintained 6,047 miles of 
telephone cable. The company did not track the number of households 
having telephone service. However, the general manager estimated that 
over 90 percent of households within the service area had telephones. 

Service rates varied depending on the number of subscribers who could 
be called without incurring a toll charge and by the type of service. 
Basic rates for residential subscribers in Missouri ranged from $3.96 for 
four-party to S 10.66 for single-party rotary dial service. All Iowa sub- 
scribers had single-party service with rates ranging from S6.80 to 
S10.66 for rotary dial service. Business rates in Missouri began at S6.06 
for a single line and in Iowa at S 10.70. These rates did not include the 
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federal access charge (82 for residential and single-line business sub- 
scribers and S6 for multi-line business subscribers) and the S 1 rental 
charge for equipment. The general manager said that rates for some of 
the company’s exchanges had recently increased because some elec- 
tromechanical switches were upgraded to digital. The company charged 
S22.60 to install new service if no additional wiring or line connection 
devices were needed. 

The company divided its exchanges into five groups. The average 
number of subscribers within each group that could be reached with a 
local call was: Group I-403, Group 11-666, Group III-1,622, Group 
IV-1,668, and Group V-2,688. 

Grand River’s general manager estimated that subscribers spent an 
average of S62 per month for telephone services. Excluding the local 
residential service charges, the typical subscriber spent from $41 to $46 
on toll calls and taxes each month. Missouri planned to initiate a lifeline 
program to assist low-income telephone subscribers, but the general 
manager did not believe that there were eligible individuals in Grand 
River’s service area. 

Financial Information Net margin in 1986 for Grand River was about $800,000, or $44 per 
subscriber, a substantial improvement from declines in both 1983 and 
1984. Company officials specifically attributed the sharp decline of 
about $368,000 in net margin in 1984 to (1) a decrease in interstate toll 
rates brought about by the divestiture of AT&T and (2) increased oper- 
ating expenses from unanticipated costs associated with the company’s 
switch upgrade project. 

Grand River received about 38 percent of its operating revenues of $9.1 
million in 1986 from intrastate toll traffic, 30 percent from interstate 
toll traffic, and 26 percent from local telephone traffic Between 1976 
and 1986, increases in toll revenues outpaced increases in local service 
revenues. Specifically, local revenue increased by about 80 percent 
while toll revenues more than tripled. As a proportion of assets, the 
company’s long-term debt had declined from 92 percent in 1976 to 87 
percent in 1986. 

As table V. 1 shows, Grand River’s financial condition had been good 
despite some fluctuations over the period. Net margin per subscriber 
improved from negative positions in 1976 and 1977, reached a peak of 
$48 in 1981, but dropped again in 1983 and 1984. In 1986 net margin 
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per subscriber improved to $44. Grand River’s accrual ratio was above 
100 percent in 1976,1977, and 1984, but decreased to 94 percent in 
1986. An accrual ratio in excess of 100 percent indicates that a com- 
pany’s operating expenses and fixed costs exceed its operating 
revenues. 

Over the last 10 years, the company’s return on net worth fluctuated 
from a negative position in 1976 and 1977 to a peak of 67 percent in 
1979. In 1983 and 1984, however, the rate of return dropped to 21 per- 
cent and 7 percent, respectively, but increased to 23 percent in 1986. 

Table V.1: Selected Flnanclal Statlotlcr, 
19f6-es Rate at 

Net margln return on net 
or worth Accrual ratlo 

Year ii rubscrl or (percent) (percent) 
1976 ($7 62) NA 1063 

1977 (6 10) NA 1056 

1978 827 31 1 977 

1979 1605 569 94 5 

1980 1454 390 958 

1981 4760 564 882 

1982 4612 422 900 

1983 3012 21 4 954 

1984 1022 69 1008 

1985 4447 227 943 

In 1986 Grand River’s nontraffic-sensitive cost per line for Iowa was 
$216 per loop, which was slightly above the national average of $213. In 
Missouri, Grand River’s nontraffic-sensitive cost per line was $236, also 
above the national average. The company’s interstate subscriber factor 
for Iowa was 38 percent, which was above the FCC’S intended maximum 

b 

of 26 percent. The interstate subscriber factor for Missouri, however, 
was 24.6 percent, which was below the FCC’S intended maximum of 26 
percent. 

Impact of Regulation 
and Competition 

Grand River’s general manager said the company had not yet expe- 
rienced any significant adverse effects from recent federal and state 
regulatory changes. While cautiously optimistic about the present, he 
was concerned about the future. He discussed the impact of the five 
issues we identified on his company. 
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Recovery of Nontraffic- 
Sensitive Costs 

After the transition to the 26 percent gross allocator, interstate reve- 
nues from the Missouri exchanges will increase by $21,881 annually, 
and interstate revenues from the Iowa exchanges will decrease by 
$299,439 annually. The company did not qualify for revenues from the 
Universal Service Fund in 1986, but it will qualify in later years after it 
completes the current upgrade project. Grand River will never be a large 
recipient of the fund because the FCC’S qualifying criteria are too strin- 
gent to benefit the company. 

FCC’S allocator decision will not in itself cause the company to raise its 
rates, but it does create pressure. The federal decision could lead state 
commissions to set an allocator for intrastate revenues, and a 26 percent 
gross allocator on intrastate revenues would cause the company to raise 
its rates. 

Neither Missouri nor Iowa had made any recent regulatory changes that 
significantly affected the company’s operations, but several items under 
consideration were of concern to company officials. For instance, both 
the Missouri and Iowa intrastate toll revenue pools are being studied by 
their respective state commissions. The outcome could alter future set- 
tlements with the Bell companies. 

Increased Regulatory and 
Administrative Burdens 

Increases in reporting requirements had led the company to purchase 
more consultant services, and the company’s employees spent more time 
traveling and communicating with national and state toll revenue- 
sharing pool managers and trade associations. In addition, the general 
manager believed that changes in the uniform system of accounts would 
create more bookkeeping work with no apparent benefit to the 
company. 

Potential for Increased The general manager felt strongly that deaveraging of interstate and 
Rural Long-Distance Rates intrastate tolls is the single greatest threat to rural telephone companies. 

With deaveraging, toll rates in rural areas would rise significantly 
because the volume of toll calls over rural routes would be insufficient 
to support those routes. In his opinion, the FCC should remember that 
Grand River was organized for social reasons, i.e., universal service, and 
not for economic reasons, 
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Competitive Long-Distance A few exchanges-those near the area’s economic centers of Chillicothe, 
Services in Rural Areas Trenton, and Bethany-may draw competition for long-distance ser- 

vices, according to the general manager. A reseller had already set up 
business in Trenton, Missouri, and Grand River might be losing some toll 
revenues. However, the general manager was not overly concerned 
about this competitor because new tariff rates would significantly 
reduce the differential between AT&T’S and the reseller’s rates. 

Tpchnological 
htnprovements in Rural 
Telephone Service 

The general manager said that all plant was in good condition. Grand 
River began a major upgrade of its equipment in 1978 and expects to 
complete the project in 1987. When completed, 38 exchanges will use 
digital switches. Six exchanges will continue to use relatively new elec- 
tromechanical switches that did not warrant replacing. The upgrade in 
equipment will provide all subscribers with single-party service. 

Grand River had no plans to employ new technologies, such as fiber 
optics, wireless systems, or the Indiana Switch concept because (1) the 
company would never abandon a working system to employ new tech- 
nology; (2) it does not have enough volume or demand for high tech- 
nology services to support the costly investment in fiber optic cable; (3) 
a telephone company can only consider Ultraphone/cellular/radio sys- 
tems when it needs a new system, and these technologies may not be 
cost-efficient or provide quality service; furthermore, if the cost of cable 
and cellular systems decline, competition could split off towns from 
their rural neighbors; and (4) although the Indiana Switch concept is 
good, the company declined to participate in a proposed “Missouri 
Switch” because the venture was going to be 100 percent debt-financed. 
However, the general manager noted that REA engineering standards 
benefit the industry. 

Response and Future 
Plans 

The general manager said Grand River’s response to recent changes in 
the telephone industry had been to cut expenses and increase revenues. 
No long-range plans had been made because frequent changes in the 
industry had created an atmosphere of uncertainty in which planning 
was difficult. 

To adjust to the loss in revenues caused by the 26 percent allocator, 
Grand River would cut expenses through employee attrition and by 
upgrading its computer and closing a district office. It would also try to 
increase revenues by aggressively advertising custom calling features. If 
necessary, Grand River would increase revenues by raising rates. The 
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company had filed for rate increases ln some of its exchanges as part of 
its upgrade of switching equipment. It had no other plans for major 
investment. 

The general manager said independent telephone companies should 
depend on themselves and their consultants when reaching individual 
business decisions. He did not want more government involvement if it 
meant more reporting. If government wants to provide more individual 
assistance, such assistance should come from the state rather than the 
federal government because state commissions should be in a better 
position to deal with problems related to the companies within their 
borders. 
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Background The Green Hills Telephone Corporation was organized as a cooperative 
in May 1962 by local farmers who wanted to bring telephone services to 
the whole community. The company provided conventional telephone 
services and had joined with five other independent telephone compa- 
riles to form a subsidiary corporation that will offer telephone-related 
services. In September 1986, Green Hills acquired the Wheeling Tele- 
phone Company of Columbia, Missouri, as a subsidiary. 

The company’s 13 employees operate 11 exchanges in 6 northwestern 
Missouri counties. The service area covers 734 square miles northeast of 
Kansas City and east of St. Joseph, Missouri. Both of these cities are 
approximately 60 to 80 miles distant from Green Hills’ service area, 
depending on the point of origination. Company officials said sub- 
scribers commonly travel to these cities for services such as major 
purchases, medical care, and Christmas shopping. Chillicothe, Missouri, 
which is about 16 to 26 miles away for most subscribers, is the most 
frequently used economic center within the service area. 

The office manager said the company serves rural communities with 
farming, grain elevators, and small retail and service operations. She 
also said economic conditions within the service area were poor, and 
several businesses had closed in recent years. For instance, Brecken- 
ridge, Missouri, where the company headquarters is located, does not 
have a full-service grocery store or restaurant. 

Service and Rates In 1986, Green Hills served 2,691 subscribers and had a density of 2.36 
subscribers per mile of cable. Subscribership had increased less than 1 
percent from 1976 levels. It reached its peak in 1981, with 2,923 sub- 
scribers, before declining. The office manager was not overly concerned 
about the amount of the decline but was concerned about the trend. b 
Green Hills’ management did not track the number of households that 
have telephone service. However, the general manager estimated that 
over 90 percent of households within the service area had telephones. 

All Green Hills subscribers received single-party service. During the lo- 
year period ending December 31,1986, the company increased its tele- 
phone plant from about $3.4 million to about $6.9 million. The company 
maintains 1,139 miles of telephone cable. The last system modernization 
took place in 1980. 

Green Hills had not raised its basic service rates since 1976. The residen- 
tial rate for rotary service was $8 for all subscribers; the business rate 
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was $11. These rates do not include $1 for equipment rental and $2 for 
federal access charges. Subscribers can avoid the S 1 equipment rental 
charge by purchasing their own telephone. Depending on the exchange, 
these charges allowed subscribers to call from about 100 to 460 sub- 
scribers without incurring a toll charge. The company charges $21 for 
telephone installation. The office manager estimated that customers 
spent an average of $46 per month for telephone services. Excluding the 
basic service charges, the typical subscriber spent from $27 to S34 on 
toll calls and taxes each month. 

According to the office manager, Missouri planned to initiate a lifeline 
program that would enable qualifying low-income subscribers to obtain 
telephone service at a reduced rate. She did not know what that rate 
would be. 

Financial Information The net margin for Green Hills in 1986 was about $246,000, or $91 per 
subscriber. Green Hills received about 67 percent of its total operating 
revenues of $1.2 million from intrastate toll traffic, 27 percent from 
local telephone traffic, and 16 percent from interstate toll traffic. Thus, 
the company relied on toll traffic for 72 percent of its operating reve- 
nues. Between 1976 and 1986, increases in toll revenues outpaced 
increases in local revenue. Specifically, toll revenues increased by 188 
percent while local revenues increased by 68 percent. As a proportion of 
assets, the company’s long-term debt had declined from 86 percent in 
1976 to 76 percent in 1986. 

As table VI.1 shows, Green Hills’ financial condition was somewhat 
better between 1982 and 1986 compared to the first 6 years. The trend 
for net margin per subscriber has been upward, increasing from S8 in 
1976 to over $91 in 1986. Green Hills’ rate of return on net worth has 
been good since 1981, reaching a high of 32.6 percent in 1984. In 1986 
Green Hills’ return on net worth was 16 percent. Between 1976 and 
1986, Green Hills’ accrual ratio was below 100 percent-except for 
1981, when it reached 107 percent, and the company incurred a deficit. 
An accrual ratio in excess of 100 percent indicates that a company’s 
operating expenses and fixed costs exceed its operating revenues. In 
1986 the company’s accrual ratio was 91 percent. 

The general manager noted 1984 was an unusual year for Green Hills 
because (1) the company received about $142,000 in extraordinary 
items and (2) toll revenues increased because the company received a 
backlog of unanticipated final settlement monies. 
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Table Vl.1: Selected Plnanclrl 
Statiatlca, 1976-66 

Year 
1976 

Rate of 
Net margin return on net 

E 
r worth Accrual ratio 

subrcrl r (percent) (percent) 
$8.09 47 961 

1977 732 44 97 9 

1978 1358 79 95 0 

1979 11.64 192 95 9 
1980 1462 75 957 
1981 (11 55) NA 107 1 

1982 5674 266 91 9 
1983 6750 241 908 

1984 15931 325 770 

1985 91.09 158 90s 

The company’s business and accounting consultant told us nontraffic- 
sensitive costs could not be identified for an average schedule company 
like Green Hills, nor did the company have a subscriber plant factor. 
Average schedules are available for use by exchange carriers that, 
because of their small size, are assumed to have insufficient resources or 
expertise to justify requiring them to perform jurisdictionally separated 
cost studies for determining their compensation in originating and termi- 
nating interstate telecommunications services. No exchange carrier is 
required to use average schedules for compensation, but it may elect full 
compensation on a cost basis. 

Impact of Regulation According to Green Hills’ general manager, regulatory changes had not 

and Competition 
had a significant adverse effect on the company, but they had created a 
climate of uncertainty. He discussed the impact of the five issues we 
identified on his company. 

Recovery of Nontraffic- 
Sensitive Costs 

The company will lose some toll revenues from the FCC’S 26 percent allo- 
cator decision, but the general manager did not expect the amount to be 
significant. The company will probably qualify for compensation from 
the Universal Service Fund, but the manager expected little revenue 
from it. Green Hills’ consultant calculated the company would receive 
$8,184 from the fund in 1986. 

The general manager did not believe that Missouri’s regulatory activities 
would cause rate increases in the near future. 
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Increased Regulatory and 
Administrative Burdens 

The general manager told us that his paperwork had increased substan- 
tially since AT&T’S divestiture. The increase had necessitated hiring a 
consultant at a cost of about $12,000 in 1986, an average of $.37 per 
month per subscriber, and consumed an additional 1,248 hours of com- 
pany staff time annually However, he did not feel that adjusting to the 
FCC’S revised uniform system of accounts would be a problem, although 
the new system would increase the bookkeeping work load without ben- 
efiting the company. 

Potential for Increased Deaveraging interstate and intrastate toll rates, in the general manager’s 
Rural Long-Distance Rates view, could cause toll rates in Green Hills’ service area to mcrease. He 

also noted that it could cause such significant subscriber rate increases 
that universal service could deteriorate. Green Hills would probably 
begin losing subscribers if the average telephone bill reached $66 to $76 
per month. 

Competitive Long-Distance The general manager did not expect competition from cable or cellular 

Services in Rural Areas companies because the area had too few subscribers, especially business 
subscribers, to create much profit potentml. AT&T would not face any 
competition from long-distance competitors unless Missouri’s indepen- 
dent telephone companies joined together to utilize the Indiana Switch 
concept. Green Hills and several other independents tried to organize a 
“Missouri Switch,” but they could not convince two companies with 
large service areas that would have improved the profit outlook to join 
in the venture. 

Tectinological 
Improvements in Rural 
Telephone Service 

The company was not planning any major modifications in the equip- 
ment it owned. Green Hills’ physical plant was constructed in 1980 and 
was in very good condition. The equipment was relatively new, and the 
general manager did not know of any new technologies whose benefits 
would warrant a major investment at this time. For instance, he did not 
want to invest in digital switches because he believed their cost out- 
weighed their potential benefits to his subscribers. 

The general manager believed that independent telephone companies 
must look to themselves for help. Companies should buy their technical 
assistance because (1) trade associations and public utility commissions 
cannot give the level of assistance needed and (2) these entities do not 
understand the problems of small telephone companies because their 
perspective is slanted toward the needs of larger compames. 
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Response and Future 
Plans 

Green Hills’ response to the changing telephone industry was to expand 
into related services. The company had joined with five other indepen- 
dent telephone companies to form a subsidiary called TriStar, Inc. 
TriStar was purchasing business interests in Columbia and Jefferson 
City, Missouri, and its organizers hoped to expand into southern Mis- 
souri’s resort lakes area. TriStar would provide mobile telephone, 
paging, and answering services. Additionally, the member telephone 
companies would reduce expenses by jointly contracting for production 
of their respective telephone directories. Green Hills general manager 
expected the telephone company to be the smallest portion of Green 
Hills’ business interests within 6 years, 

The general manager had no specific plan for adlusting to the potential 
loss in revenues caused by the 26 percent allocator. The company did 
not expect this regulatory action by itself to have a significant impact. 
The company had not filed for a rate increase and had no specific plans 
to increase rates. Future rate increases would probably depend on fed- 
eral and state regulatory actions. 
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Baca Valley Telephone Company 
Des Moines, New Mexico 

Background The Baca Valley Telephone Company, founded in 1974, is a family- 
owned and operated company whose owners live in the local area. In 
addition to providing telephone services, Baca Valley sells telephone 
equipment. 

Baca Valley is located in rural northeastern New Mexico and serves 
major portions of Colfax and Union counties. The company provides tel- 
ephone service to customers in the 2,646 square mile area that includes 
the towns of Des Moines and Maxwell. There are no significant popula- 
tion centers within the service area. The nearest medical and economic 
center is Raton, about 38 miles from Des Moines, and Des Moines is 
about 160 miles south of Pueblo, Colorado, the nearest city with a popu- 
lation of 26,000 or more. 

The company’s service area has not changed since 1980. The company 
manager painted a grim picture of economic conditions in the commu- 
nity. There was little growth. Many elderly people lived in the area, and 
the young people rarely stayed after they finished high school, The 
major industries in the service area are farming, ranching, and rock 
quarrying. Many of the residents in the service area did not have a 
steady income because they had to rely on ranch work, which is often 
seasonal. There was little work for teenagers, except for ranch work. 

Service and Rates Baca Valley had 623 subscribers at the end of 1986: 466 residential and 
67 business. For these subscribers, there were 648 access lines, all of 
which were single-party. Between 1981 and 1986 the number of sub- 
scribers increased by 16 percent. However, the number of subscribers 
had declined since reaching a peak of 636 in 1983. According to the com- 
pany manager, approximately 98 percent of the households in the Baca 
service area had telephone service. Density (subscribers per cable mile) 
is 0.90, based on 1986 REA statistical data. 

Baca Valley’s residential rates ranged from 59.60 per month for rotary 
service to $16.26 for touchtone service. The monthly business rates 
ranged from $17 for rotary service to $19.26 for touchtone service. Resi- 
dential and single-line business subscribers paid another $4 for federal 
and state access charges. Subscribers within the Maxwell exchange 
could call about 170 other customers without incurring a toll charge, 
and those within the Des Moines exchange could call about 360 other 
customers without incurring a toll charge. Subscribers calling between 
these two exchanges would incur a toll charge. The company had not 
increased its basic rates since 1983, and the only change in 
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the subscribers’ bills were the federal and state access charges. The 
installation charges ranged from $43 for residential service to $63 for 
business service. 

The average residential monthly telephone bill for May 1986 included 
about $21 for interstate toll calls and about 820 for intrastate toll calls. 
The company did not offer any type of special discount rate for low- 
income subscribers. 

Fipancial Information Baca Valley’s net income in 1986 was about %93,000, or almost $182 per 
subscriber. The company received about 61 percent of its operating rev- 
enues of about Sl million from interstate toll traffic, 20 percent from 
intrastate toll traffic, and 19 percent from local traffic. Thus, the com- 
pany received over 80 percent of its revenue from toll traffic. Since 
1980, toll revenues had increased by 436 percent while local revenues 
had increased by 166 percent. As a proportion of assets, the company’s 
long-term debt had declined slightly from 79 percent in 1980 to 76 per- 
cent in 1986. 

As table VII. 1 shows,’ over the last 6 years Baca Valley’s financial con- 
dition has been good despite some fluctuation. From 1980 to 1986, net 
income per subscriber had increased from a deficit of 862 in 1980 to a 
high of $670 in 1984. In 1986 net income per subscriber fell to 8182. 
Baca Valley’s accrual ratio peaked in 1980 at 109 percent, remained 
within the 79 to 84 percent range between 1981 and 1984, but rose to 
almost 98 percent in 1986. An accrual ratio in excess of 100 percent 
indicates that a company’s operating expenses and fixed costs exceed its 
operating revenues. 

Between 1982 and 1986, Baca Valley’s rate of return on net worth 1 
declined steadily. After recovering from a negative position in 1980, the 
company’s rate of return peaked in 1981 at almost 200 percent but 
dropped to 17 percent by 1986. 

‘B&x Valley did not start fhg fmancial and operating data wth REA untd 1980 
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Table VII.1: 8elected Flnanclal 
Statlrtlcr, 1980-85 

Year 
ii%0 
1981 

1982 

Rate of 
Net Income return on net 

or worth Accrual ratio 
L subrcrl r (w-W (percent) 

w w NA 1090 

15805 1985 833 

33749 728 81 9 
1983 351 12 662 844 

1984 569 54 56.1 794 
1985 18193 168 975 

The company’s consultant said that the nontraffic-sensitive requirement 
for Baca Valley was $1,242 per loop, which was substantially above the 
national average of S213 per loop. The company’s interstate subscriber 
plant factor was 68 percent. Baca Valley would have 8 years to decrease 
this factor to the FCC’S intended maximum of 26 percent. 

Impact of Regulation The Baca Valley manager and consultant discussed the impact of the 

and’ Competition 
five issues we identified on the company. 

Recovery of Nontraffic- 
Sensitive Costs 

The implementation of the 26 percent gross allocator will result in 
decreased revenues for Baca Valley. Although the company qualifies for 
the Universal Service Fund, revenue from that fund will not compensate 
for all of the revenues lost from the 26 percent allocator, Therefore, in 
1993, when both the 26 percent allocator and the Universal Service 
Fund are completely phased in, Baca Valley will have a revenue 
shortfall of about $182,000, which results in a shortfall of about S26 per 
line per month. 

According to the company manager and consultant, local rates would 
probably have to increase; however, it was difficult to predict the 
amount of the increase because other state and federal regulatory deci- 
sions might also affect rates. Further, the cumulative effect of all these 
changes was unknown. 

Regulatory changes within New Mexico might also impact Baca Valley. 
In 1986 New Mexico had an intrastate access charge, which added $2 to 
each customer’s telephone bill. In addition, the manager observed that 
Mountain Bell’s originating responsibility plan, effective January 1, 
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1987, might increase both local and intrastate toll rates for Baca 
Valley’s customers.2 (See app. VIII for more information on the 
originating responsibility plan in New Mexico.) The originating responsi- 
bility plan could also result in toll deaveraging and, from an administra- 
tive perspective, be complex and burdensome for small companies. 
However, at the time of our study, it was not known how the originating 
responsibility plan would affect Baca Valley’s rates. 

Potential for IncreaseC According to the company’s manager, some toll rate deaveraging would 
Rural Long-Distance Rates probably occur in New Mexico, which would result in increased toll 

rates for rural areas. Toll rate deaveraging would largely result from the 
competition Mountain Bell might face from other carriers between Santa 
Fe, Albuquerque, and Las Cruces, New Mexico. Mountain Bell would 
want to decrease the toll rates between these routes, which would result 
in increases between other routes where little or no competition exists. 
As noted previously, Baca Valley also believed Mountain Bell’s 
originating responsibility plan might encourage intrastate toll rate 
deaveraging. 

Increased Regulatory and 
Administrative Burdens 

The company manager noted that federal and state regulatory changes 
and subsequent requests for information had increased administrative 
burdens and costs for Baca Valley. The company was receiving a lot of 
requests for information from organizations such as NECA, AT&T, NTCA, 
Mountain Bell, and the FCC. The company’s consultant answered these 
requests. Regulatory changes had also increased the amount of 
paperwork required. It took three people to handle the paperwork that 
one person used to handle. The amount of travel by the company man- 
ager had also increased. In addition, administrative costs, especially con- 
sultant and attorney fees, had increased significantly. For example, in . 
1983 consultant fees totaled $16,000, and, as of July 1986, they were 
already up to $43,000. Attorney fees had increased from none in 1983 to 
$2,000 per month in 1986. 

Other FCC regulatory changes might also affect the company. The move 
to the revised uniform system of accounts would also affect Baca Valley. 
This system would be more detailed and result in more of an administra- 
tive burden for the company. In addition, it would be expensive for the 

2Following completion of our field work, the New Mexico State Corporation Co -ion ordered the 
postponement of the effective date of the ongmating responsibihty plan from January 1 to July 1, 
1987 
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company to purchase the computer program it needed to change over to 
the revised system. 

The company believed that the many federal and state regulatory 
changes would adversely affect its ability to maintain its subscriber 
base and keep rates low. It was especially concerned about Mountain 
Bell’s originating responsibility plan. 

Competitive Long-Distance Baca Valley did not expect any competition within its service area as a 
Services in Rural Areas result of these regulatory changes. However, if cellular telephone tech- 

nology became more cost-effective, Baca Valley might encounter some 
competition. In addition, AT&T would probably face competition in Baca 
Valley’s service area from Mountain Bell in intra-mTA/intrastate calls 
and in operator assistance. 

Technological 
Improvements in Rural 
Telephone Service 

According to Baca Valley’s manager and consultant, all existing plant 
equipment, two central offices (one in Des Moines and one in Maxwell) 
and buried cable, was in good condition. The central office in Des Moines 
had a 3-year-old digital switch, and the Maxwell central office was to be 
upgraded to a digital switch in 1986. 

Baca Valley had no plans for future investment other than upgrading 
the Maxwell central office to digital equipment in 1986. In addition, it 
had no plans to use new technologies to provide telephone service. 

Response and Future 
Plans 

I 

Baca Valley had not made specific plans to cope with regulatory or non- 
regulatory changes. According to the company manager and consultant, 
it was too difficult to plan from year to year because the impacts of 
most of these changes could not be determined since they had not yet 
been implemented. Although Baca Valley had taken no action to 
increase its rates, it would probably have to do so some time in 1987 
when the originating responsibility plan is implemented. However, the 
company did not know how much rates would rise. 

. 

The New Mexico independent telephone companies were working 
together to educate the state legislature on the possible impacts of state 
policy decisions on their operations and subscribers. The independent 
telephone companies believed that if the legislature understood the con- 
sequences of state regulatory changes, such as the originating responsi- 
bility plan, it might be less likely to allow them to occur. 
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Penasco Valley Telephone Cooperative, Inc. 
Artesia, New Mexico 

Background The Penasco Valley Telephone Cooperative, Inc., with headquarters in 
Artesia, New Mexico, serves portions of four southeastern New Mexico 
counties: Eddy, Lincoln, Ottero, and Chaves. Penasco’s service area sur- 
rounds the city of Artesia and extended area telephone service (at no 
extra charge) is offered between Art&a and three of Penasco’s 
exchanges. The telephone company was formed in 1964 as a joint opera- 
tion with the Central Valley Electric Cooperative, and its purpose is to 
provide service to those areas that no one else would serve. 

The telephone company separated from the electric company in July 
1979. At that time, it began an intensive outside plant replacement and 
upgrade program to replace the majority of the existing aerial cable 
with buried cable and to upgrade all exchanges to single-party service. 
The company had 99 percent buried cable, all single-party service, and 
digital microwave equipment. Penasco also sells telephone equipment 
and was considering cellular telephone and cable television as future 
business ventures. 

Oil, ranching, and farming are the area’s dominant industries, and some 
customer telephone service drop-off may have occurred because of 
declines in these industries, although two exchanges serving resort areas 
were experiencing growth. 

Service and Rates At the end of 1986, the company served 1,873 subscribers in 6 
exchanges: 1,468 residential and 406 business. Approximately 86 per- 
cent of the households in the area had telephone service. Penasco had 
1,846 access lines, about 1,300 miles of cable, and 1.41 customers per 
mile of cable. 

Penasco’s rates varied between residential and business customers and b 
by type of service provided. Residential service began at $16.40 per 
month. (Single-party service with customer-owned telephone equipment 
was S 11.40, plus federal and state access charges of $4.) Business ser- 
vice started at $20.40 per month. (Single-party service with customer- 
owned equipment was S16.40, plus access charges of S4.) Installation 
charges, which were the same for residential and business customers, 
varied depending on the service provided, and they ranged from $23.60 
to $91.26. According to the company manager, the average monthly tele- 
phone bill had risen since 1983 because of federal and state access 
charges. 
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Penasco had not filed for a rate increase since 1983, although in May 
1984 it unbundled rates. That is, the company varied rates depending on 
the type of service provided to the customer. Consequently, some cus- 
tomers’ rates increased, others decreased, and some stayed the same. 
According to the company manager, a rate increase might be necessary 
sometime in the future, depending on what happened with federal and 
state regulatory changes. In addition, the company manager said 
Penasco did not offer any special discount services to low-income cus- 
tomers because the local rates were affordable. 

Financial Information Penasco’s net margin in 1986 was about $467,000, or $263 per sub- 
scriber. The company received about 69 percent of its almost $3 million 
in operating rev&& from interstate toll traffic, 24 percent from intra- 
state toll traffic, and 16 percent from local traffic. Thus, the company 
relied on toll service for 83 percent of its revenues. Between 1976 and 
1986, increases in toll revenues outpaced increases in local revenues. 
Specifically, Penasco’s toll revenues increased from $199,000 to 
$2,634,000 while local revenues increased from $169,000 to $469,000. 
As a proportion of assets, the company’s long-term debt had increased 
from 68 percent in 1976 to 73 percent in 1986. 

As table VIII.1 indicates, Penasco’s financial condition had been profit- 
able despite some fluctuations. Since 1978 net margin per subscriber had 
steadily increased from a low of 327 in 1978 to a peak of $412 in 1984. 
The 1984 increase in net margin per subscriber of over $200 from 1983 
was due to a plant upgrade, according to Penasco’s consultant. (This 
upgrade also caused Penasco’s revenue requirement and toll revenue 
settlements to increase.) In 1986 net margin per subscriber fell back to 
what appears to be a more normal level for the company. Between 1976 
and 1986, Penasco’s accrual ratio remained below 100 percent, fluctu- 
ating from a high of 97 percent in 1978 to a low of 76 percent in 1984. 
An accrual ratio in excess of 100 percent indicates that a company’s 
operating expenses and fixed costs exceed its operating revenues. In 
1986 Penasco’s accrual ratio was 87 percent. 

Between 1976 and 1986, Penasco’s rate of return on net worth ranged 
from a low of 4 percent in 1978 to a high of 26 percent in 1984. In 1986 
however, the company’s rate of return dropped to 14 percent. 
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Tqblo VIII.1: Selected Flnanclrl 
Sbtlrtlcs, 1976-86 

Year 
1976 

1977 

Rate ot 
Net margln return on net 

I2 
r worth Accrual ratlo 

subs& r (percent) (percent) 
$7618 136 848 

71 27 11.8 863 

1978 2693 45 971 

1979 48.22 80 933 

1980 20590 224 79 9 

1981 20847 187 849 

1982 23825 177 844 

1983 20472 147 855 

1984 411 80 246 750 

1985 25320 141 872 

Penasco’s 1984 nontraffic-sensitive costs were S 1,041 per loop, substan- 
tially above the national average of S213 per loop. Penasco’s high non- 
traffic-sensitive cost per line, according to the commercial manager, 
resulted from the low population density of the rural area. Penasco’s 
subscriber plant factor was 61 percent, which is above the FCC maximum 
of 26 percent. The company would have 8 years to decrease this factor 
to the FCC maximum. 

Impact of Regulation Company officials discussed the impact of the five issues we identified 

qd Competition 
on their company. 

Recovery of Nontraffic- 
Sknsitive Costs 

Company officials said the FCC decision to implement a 26 percent gross 
allocator will cause a revenue decrease for the company. However, the b 

Universal Service Fund will compensate for more than 100 percent of 
the revenue shortfall. The net effect of the 26 percent allocator and the 
fund on Penasco revenues will be an increase of $22 per line per month 
in 1993. According to the company’s consultant, these revenue increases 
will be used by Penasco to reduce expected local rate increases from 
intrastate shortfalls. 

In addition to the federal changes, company officials noted various state 
changes that had taken place: (1) intrastate toll revenue settlements 
were reduced, and a customer access line charge was initiated, (2) intra- 
state toll revenue settlements were terminated, and (3) Mountain Bell 
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proposed its originating responsibility plan. These state activities, com- 
pany officials said, had caused and would cause a loss in intrastate reve- 
nues for Penasco. 

The New Mexico State Corporation Commission issued an order on 
December 16, 1983, requiring existing intrastate, nontraffic-sensitive 
toll settlements to be reduced by 10 percent. The commission allowed 
this settlement reduction to be recovered in a customer access line 
charge, which resulted in an increase of $2 per customer per month. 
Although this access charge did not totally recover the company’s settle- 
ment reduction, the company chose to absorb the difference. 

The Commission not only decided to reduce intrastate, nontraffic-sensi- 
tive toll settlements, but it also issued an interim order in 1986 to termi- 
nate these settlements as of November 1, 1986. Specifically, the 
independent telephone companies were directed to bill their customers’ 
intra-MTA long-distance calls, and the independent telephone companies 
were to keep these revenues. Mountain Bell, in turn, was to pay a pre- 
scribed amount to the independent telephone companies based on the 
independent telephone company’s 1984 traffic-sensitive and nontraffic- 
sensitive costs. As a result of this termination of intrastate/intra-MrA 
settlements, the Penasco consultant estimated a 2-year intrastate rev- 
enue loss of $363,000 for 1986 and 1986. If the revenue loss is unrecov- 
erable, (1) the Universal Service F’und might compensate for a portion of 
the loss or (2) customer rates might increase. 

To follow this interim order, the Commission approved Mountain Bell’s 
originating responsibility plan, which was to be effective January 1, 
1987.1 This plan replaces intrastate/intra-MTA toll settlements and elimi- 
nates averaged intrastate/intra-1ArA toll rates. 

Further, before March 31, 1986, all intrastate toll revenues were pooled 
together, and all independent telephone companies received a certain 
statewide averaged percentage of these revenues from Mountain Bell, as 
the pool administrator. Statewide averaged rates were used to even out 
the differential between the very sparsely populated, high-cost areas 
and the rest of the state. They allowed affordable telephone service for 
customers in those high-cost areas. Under the originating responsibility 

‘Following completion of our field work, the New Memco State &portion Cornmisson ordered the 
postponement of the effective date of the origin&@ responsibility plan from January 1 to July 1, 
1987 
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plan, toll revenues will no longer be pooled, and each independent tele- 
phone company will no longer receive a certain revenue settlement per- 
centage from Mountain Bell. Instead, telephone companies will have to 
develop their own toll rates, and each telephone company that 
originates a call will pay the other telephone companies it uses to trans- 
port and terminate the call. These payments then will replace intra- 
state/intra-LATA settlements. 

According to the New Mexico Independent Exchange Carrier Group, a 
group of independent telephone companies set up to present their con- 
cerns about state activities to the state legislature, originating responsi- 
bility plan requirements will create (1) an increase in rural toll charges 
because rural areas are high-cost areas, and toll routes in high-cost areas 
will be priced higher than non-rural areas; (2) a shift of more of the 
burden for telephone costs onto the telephone company originating the 
call; and (3) an administratively burdensome and costly process of 
implementation. Penasco’s consultant estimated that Penasco would 
realize a $408,000 intrastate revenue loss in 1987 from the plan. This 
loss might be recovered through the Universal Service Fund overflow 
and/or local and toll rate increases. 

Potential for Increased Geographic toll rate deaveraging of intrastate and interstate toll rates, 

Rural Long-Distance Rates according to Penasco’s consultant, would have a negative effect on 
I Penasco’s customers and operations. Since Penasco is a high-cost com- 

pany serving a rural area, its cost-based rates would be greater than 
rates presently charged by Mountain Bell. As rates increased, sub- 
scribers would be more apt to seek an alternate facility for toll calling 
(where available) or merely refrain from toll calling. Either way, higher 
toll rates would affect Penasco’s revenue flow. Revenue losses would 
have to be made up from other sources, such as local rates. As local b 
rates increased, some subscribers would discontinue service, which, in 
turn, would cause rates to increase even more for the remaining 
subscribers. 

Irkreased Regulatory and 
Administrative Burdens 

The commercial manager also pointed out that Penasco’s paperwork and 
commercial expenses had increased by about 60 percent between 1984 
and 1986 as a result of state and federal regulatory changes. In addition, 
he expected an even greater increase in 1986. Consulting costs increased 
between 1984 and 1986 and had almost reached 1986 levels in the first 
6 months of 1986. Specifically, consulting costs were about $49,000 in 
1984, $74,000 in 1986, and 871,000 for the first half of 1986. 
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Revising the uniform system of accounts would expand the current 
system and thus require additional detail. According to the company 
consultant, this revision would take 2 to 4 years to complete and to train 
employees. 

Competitive Long-Distance AT&T would not face competition in the Penasco market because of the 
Services in Rural Areas low population density per square mile. Competition from resellers and 

cellular telephone companies was possible, however. A reseller was sup 
plying Penasco’s large customers with toll service by purchasing wide 
area telecommunications service (WATS) lines from Mountain Bell. 
According to the company manager, Penasco’s toll revenue had dropped 
as a result. However, the reseller’s service quality was not good, and 
some subscribers had returned to Penasco. Cellular telephone competi- 
tion was a future possibility. 

Techfiological 
Imprdvements in Rural 
Telephone Services 

Penasco’s equipment, according to the company’s commercial manager, 
was in good condition, modern, and well-maintained. The company was 
looking into cellular and radio telephone technology and considered 
fiber optics as a way to lower costs in the future. 

REA loans had helped the company upgrade its facilities since 1979, 
including extending service to other areas in its exchanges that did not 
have telephone service. According to the Penasco manager, REA is one of 
the most successful programs the federal government provides. Penasco 
needed REA low-interest loans to keep its operations going and to main- 
tain its equipment. Although REA material requirements, such as those 
requiring a certain type of cable, increase costs, the quality was better, 
and cost savings were realized in the long-run. 

Response and Future 
Plans 

Penasco had not made any definite plans to deal with the many regula- 
tory or non-regulatory changes that were occurring because, according 
to the company manager, it was difficult to say with certainty what 
changes would take place in the future. It was also difficult to foresee 
the exact impact the state and federal regulatory changes would have 
on Penasco’s customers. However, although the company had not filed 
for a rate increase, he predicted that customer rates would rise and sub- 
scribers would drop service. The company was looking into diversifying 
into cellular telephone sometime in the future; however, competition in 
other telephone services was tight, and REA would have to approve any 
additional services the company provides. The implementation of the 26 
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percent gross allocator would reduce Penasco’s revenues, but the Uni- 
versal Service Fund would compensate for over 100 percent of this rev- 
enue shortfall. 
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Background Dobson Telephone Company, Inc., is a family-owned and operated busi- 
ness formed in 1936 to provide service in an area considered unattrac- 
tive to other telephone companies. Dobson has been able to provide 
quality service to its subscribers, according to the vice president of 
finance, because (1) the availability of low-cost RIM loans enabled it to 
develop service while keeping local rates low and (2) it received a large 
percentage of toll revenues through the settlements process. Dobson Tel- 
ephone Company acquired McLoud Telephone Company in October 
1984. 

Dobson’s 34 employees operate 9 exchanges covering 1,828 square miles 
in far western Oklahoma. These exchanges are contiguous and offer ser- 
vice to Bechham, Roger Mills, Dewey, Woodward, Ellis, and Custer coun- 
ties. There are no cities or towns in excess of 26,000 individuals within 
the service area. The vice president of finance noted that subscribers 
had to travel 30 miles or more for medical service and that subscribers 
routinely traveled 120 miles to Oklahoma City. 

The dominant industries in Dobson’s service area are farming and oil. 
The vice president noted that both industries were doing poorly. 

Service and Rates In 1986 Dobson Telephone served 3,973 subscribers and had a density of 
2.36 subscribers per mile of telephone cable. The company maintains 
1,681 miles of telephone cable. Between 1976 and 1980, the number of 
subscribers had increased by 12 percent from 3,669 to 4,014. However, 
subscribership declined by 9 percent between 1981 and 1986. Dobson 
officials were concerned about the decline in subscribership, which they 
attributed primarily to the area’s declining economy. Further, they did 
not believe subscribership would increase to past levels because of (1) 
shifting demographics, with younger people leaving the state; (2) a 
national farm policy that favors large farms, resulting in fewer people in 

b 

the community and thus fewer telephone subscribers; and (3) the oil 
industry, which was not expected to improve. 

All of Dobson’s subscribers receive single-party service. About two- 
thirds of the company’s switching equipment is digital and about one- 
third electromechanical. The vice president estimated that over 90 per- 
cent of the households within the area had telephones. 

Dobson had not raised rates since 1973. Basic rates were $4 for residen- 
tial subscribers and $8 for business subscribers, with an additional $.66 
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fee for telephone rental for subscribers who did not own their tele- 
phones. Residential and single-line business subscribers also paid an 
additional 82 for the federal subscriber line charge; multi-line business 
subscribers paid an additional $6 per line. With a local call, a subscriber 
could reach from about 200 to 740 other subscribers, depending on the 
exchange; a call outside the exchange was a toII call. Dobson did not 
offer any discount to low-income subscribers. Typical installation 
charges were $26 for residential and $44 for business subscribers. 

According to the vice president, Dobson’s subscribers spent an average 
of $40 per month for telephone services, about $32 of which was spent 
on tolls-S18 for intrastate tolls and $18 for interstate tolls. 

Financial Information The vice president of finance noted that Dobson Telephone was in good 
condition. Net income in 1986 was about $463,000, or $114 per sub- 
scriber. The company received about 46 percent of its operating revenue 
of about $4.3 million from interstate toll traffic, 43 percent from intra- 
state toll traffic, and 11 percent from local telephone traffic. Between 
1976 and 1986, local service revenue increased by about 60 percent, 
while toll revenues increased by about 340 percent. As a proportion of 
assets, the company’s long-term debt had declined from 80 percent in 
1976 to 71 percent in 1986. 

As table IX.1 shows, the company’s financial condition had fluctuated 
over the lo-year period. Between 1976 and 1981, net income per sub- 
scriber fluctuated while the rate of return on net worth declined. After 
improving to $180 in 1982, net income per subscriber declined to $103 in 
1983, rose again in 1984 to almost $198, but declined to $114 in 1986. 
Dobson’s accrudl ratio peaked at 89 percent in 1986, but it had not risen 
above 90 percent between 1976 and 1986. An accrual ratio in excess of 
100 percent indicates that a company’s operating expenses and fixed 

4 

costs exceed its operating revenues. 

Over the same period, the company’s rate of return on net worth fluctu- 
ated from a peak of almost 69 percent in 1976 to a low of 16 percent in 
1986. In 1983 the rate of return dropped to 23 percent from almost 47 
percent the year before, recovered in 1984 to 32 percent, and then 
declined again in 1986 to 16 percent. 
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Tablo 1X.1: Solocted Financial 
Statlrtlcr, 1976-85 

Year 
1976 

1977 

1978 
1979 

1980 

1981 
1982 
1983 

1984 

1985 

Rate of 
Net Income return on net 

per worth Accrual ratio 
rubrcrlber (percent) (percent) 

$12583 586 656 

6794 327 640 

8737 31 5 79.3 
7908 253 824 

67.60 195 663 

7660 20.6 876 
18015 469 791 
10328 230 89 0 

19773 32.1 823 

11420 152 891 

The vice president said that the nontraffic-sensitive revenue require- 
ment for Dobson was $686 per loop, which is above the national average 
of $213 per line. Nontraffic-sensitive costs are high for Dobson, 
according to the vice president, because of the low density of sub- 
scribers per route mile. Dobson’s interstate subscriber plant factor is 
approximately 37 percent, which is above the FCC’S intended maximum 
of 26 percent. 

Impact of Regulation 
a.nCp Competition 

Dobson’s vice president of finance said that in general he expected regu- 
latory changes to result in both a reduction in the quality of service and 
increased costs to the subscriber. He discussed the impact of the five 
issues we identified on his company. 

Recovery of Nontraffic- 
Senbitive Costs 

The net effect in 1993 of the subscriber plant factor phase-down to 26 
percent and the Universal Service Fund will be increased revenues for 
Dobson. The vice president estimated that in 1993 Dobson would lose 
$9.20 per month per line from the phase-down while gaining $16 per 
month per line from the Universal Service Fund because its nontraffic- 
sensitive costs were above the national average. The net impact on 
Dobson in 1993 will be additional revenues of about $6.80 per loop per 
month. He noted, however, that recent information from NECA indicated 
his revenues from the fund might not be as much as prior NECA 
estimates. 
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Dobson was concerned about a major regulatory policy under discussion 
at the state utility commission on intrastate toll settlements. South- 
western Hell had proposed a new method for intrastate toll settlements. 
Dobson’s vice president noted that this method was similar to the 
originating responsibility plan being implemented in New Mexico (see 
apps. VII and VIII), but he did not believe its implications for small tele- 
phone companies in Oklahoma would be as severe. Southwestern Hell’s 
proposal could create pressure to deaverage intrastate toll rates. 

Increased Regulatory and 
Administrative Burdens 

The vice president said that regulatory changes had created a burden 
for his company. Administrative costs had increased by an estimated 
$76,000 annually, or % 1.67 per month per subscriber, as a result of (1) 
increases in data requests from various organizations; (2) the need to 
comment on regulatory proposals, such as FCC proceedings; (3) negotia- 
tions with AT&T over billing and collection activities; and (4) require- 
ments resulting from state actions. To cope with the increased 
administrative requirements caused by regulatory changes, Dobson had 
hired consultants as well as increased its accounting personnel. The vice 
president did not foresee a reduction in administrative costs for Dobson. 

The vice president was also concerned about the financial effect of 
recent events on maintaining current accounting records. He said the 
company’s income statements might not reflect actual revenues for up to 
24 months because of the time it takes the industry, NECA, and South- 
western Bell to complete the toll settlements process. 

Potential for Increased, Dobson’s vice president said it was too early to tell what the impact of 

Rural Long-Distance Rates toll rate deaveraging in Oklahoma might be on toll rates for rural sub- 
scribers. The impact would depend on the specific toll settlements plan b 
adopted by the state utility commission and the telephone industry’s 
reactions. Dobson, for example, would be hesitant to raise toll rates for 
its subscribers. 

bmpetitive Long-Distance Competition with AT&T m the Dobson area was unlikely because of the 

Services in Rura Areas service area’s low population density. Local competition with Dobson 
was also unlikely for the same reason. 

Although the vice president believed the Indiana Switch concept was a 
good idea, he did not have any plans to participate in an “Oklahoma 
Switch” operation because of the state’s poor economic conditions. In 
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addition, independents in Oklahoma had such a small market share that 
the benefits of an Oklahoma Switch would not be as significant as in 
other states. (The vice president of finance estimated that the Bell com- 
pany provided local exchange service to about 93 percent of the state’s 
subscribers.) 

Technological 
Improvements in Rural 
Telephone Service 

Microwave, radio telephone, fiber optics, and the Indiana Switch con- 
cept were all possible new technologies for reducing costs in rural areas. 
However, since Dobson’s digital equipment was in good condition, the 
company was not considering adopting new technologies. 

Response and Future 
Plans 

Dobson was awaiting the resolution of various FCC and state decisions 
and considering how these decisions would affect the company’s rates. 
Dobson’s monthly charge was low, but the company’s stockholders were 
reluctant to pursue a rate increase. Although Dobson did not have a 
request before the state utility commission to increase rates, the vice 
president said future rate increases were likely. He estimated that local 
rates could double in a few years, depending upon federal and state 
regulation. 

Because the industry is changing and local exchange telephone compa- 
nies might have a limited future, Dobson was also considering diversi- 
fying into related businesses. It might acquire other telephone 
companies and enter communications-related businesses. The vice presi- 
dent said Dobson might stay in the telephone business because it knew 
how to run a local telephone company, which has been profitable. He 
stressed that Dobson’s plans were still in the decision-making stage. 
Finally, the vice president noted that the uncertain environment caused 
by the poor economy in the Midwest, the increased competition in the 
industry, and the many regulatory changes at both the state and federal 
levels precluded long-range planning. Moreover, Dobson’s initiatives 
were heavily influenced by Southwestern Bell because of its dommance 
in Oklahoma. 

. 

The vice president believed that small telephone companies would have 
difficulty surviving in the coming years, and he had seen predictions 
that the 1,400 independent telephone companies would be reduced to 
about 700. The 700 survivors would be companies with an excess of 
20,000 lines. (Dobson and McLoud combined had about 10,000 lines.) 
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Rackground McLoud Telephone Company is a privately owned corporation formed m 
1966 to provide rural telephone service where needed. McLoud has been 
able to provide quality service to its subscribers, according to the vice 
president of finance, because (1) the availability of low-cost REA loans 
enabled it to develop service while keeping local rates low and (2) it 
received a large percentage of toll revenues through the settlements pro- 
cess. In addition, strong metropolitan growth toward McLoud’s Newalla 
exchange had enabled the company to increase subscribership. In 
October 1984 McLoud was acquired by the Dobson Telephone Company. 
Since the acquisition, McLoud has submitted an $8 million loan apphca- 
tion to REA to replace its outdated equipment with all digital switching 
equipment. 

The company has approximately 30 employees who operate two 
exchanges (Newalla and McLoud), which provide telephone service to 
Cleveland, Oklahoma, Pottawatomie, and Lincoln counties. McLoud’s 
service area covers 186 square miles in the outlying areas of Oklahoma 
City, Oklahoma. 

According to the vice president, the dominant industry in McLoud’s ser- 
vice area is farming, which was doing poorly. However, about 26 per- 
cent of Newalla’s subscribers were employed by a nearby air force base 
and automobile plant. These two employers provided some stability to 
the Newalla exchange area, although employment at the automobile 
plant could fluctuate. 

Service and Rates McLoud served 6,664 subscribers at the end of 1986 and had a density 
of 12.46 subscribers per mile of telephone cable. The company main- 
tained about 600 miles of telephone-cable. Subscribership, moreover, 
had been growing steadily from 2,488 subscribers in 1976 to its 1986 
level, an increase of 124 percent. 

. 

All of McLoud’s subscribers received single-party service. The vice pres- 
ident estimated that over 90 percent of households within the service 
area had telephones. 

McLoud had not raised rates since 1977. It charged a basic rate of $6.36 
per month for residential service and % 11 for business service. The 
Newalla exchange subscribers paid an additional $6 per month for 
extended service into the Oklahoma City area. With extended area ser- 
vice, Newalla subscribers can call into Oklahoma City without paying a 
toll call. The vice president of finance estimated that with extended area 
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service Newalla subscribers can call an additional 600,000 other sub- 
scribers toll-free. Newalla subscribers did not have a choice on obtaining 
extended area service. McLoud exchange subscribers, however, did not 
have extended area service available to them, although company offi- 
cials had been meeting with subscribers in the exchange area to explore 
the possibility. McLoud’s subscribers could reach about 1,800 other sub- 
scribers in the exchange without incurring a toll charge. 

Subscribers also pay a federal subscriber line charge (an additional $2 
for residential and single-line business subscribers and $6 per line for 
multi-line business subscribers) and a $.66 telephone rental fee for sub- 
scribers who do not own their own telephone. The company did not 
offer any discount to low-income subscribers. McLoud charged a basic 
rate of $26 to install new service. 

The vice president of finance estimated that subscribers spent an 
average of 540 per month for telephone services, 826 of which was 
spent on long-distance calls---S 14 on intrastate and $11 on interstate. 

Financial Information According to the vice president of finance, the company was in good 
condition, despite a deficit in 1984. Net income in 1986 was nearly 
$88,000, or almost 8 16 per subscriber, a substantial improvement from 
the $109,018 lost in 1984. The company received about 47 percent of its 
operating revenues of $2.8 million in 1986 from intrastate toll traffic, 40 
percent from local telephone traffic, and 12 percent from interstate toll 
traffic. Between 1976 and 1986, local revenues and toll revenues 
increased by 376 and 371 percent, respectively. As a proportion of 
assets, the company’s long-term debt was 83 percent. 

As table X. 1 shows, the company’s financial condition fluctuated over 4 
the lo-year period. During 1977 and 1978, net income per subscriber 
and the rate of return on net worth declined while the accrual ratio rose 
to 100 percent. In 1979 and 1980, the company’s financial condition 
improved but then steadily worsened from 1981 to 1984. But in 1986, 
the financial picture again improved. Between 1979 and 1983, the 
accrual ratio was under 100 percent but exceeded 100 percent in 1984. 
An accrual ratio in excess of 100 percent indicates that a company’s 
operating expenses and fixed costs exceed its operating revenues. In 
1986 the accrual ratio was under 100 percent while the rate of return on 
net worth rose to almost 26 percent. 
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Table X.1: Selected Finnnclal Statlrtlco, 
1978-86 Rate of 

Net Income return on net 

Ii 
or worth Accrual ratio 

Year rubacrl or (parcent) (percent) 
1976 $3138 110 882 

1977 436 17 1004 
1978 13 01 1005 

1979 33.43 135 91 3 

1980 85.07 51 7 821 
1981 4572 262 904 

1982 814 60 985 

1983 514 52 998 
1984 (2073) NA 1094 

1985 1596 259 97 9 

In 1986, McLoud’s nontraffic-sensitive cost per line was S292, above the 
national average of $213. McLoud’s interstate subscriber plant factor 
was 19 percent, which was below the FCC’s intended maximum of 26 
percent. 

Impact of Regulation 
and Competition 

McLoud’s vice president said regulatory and industry changes had cre- 
ated a burden for his company. He expected the regulatory changes to 
result in both a reduction m the quality of telephone service and 
increased costs to the subscriber. He discussed the impact of the five 
issues we identified on his company. 

Recovery of Nontraffic- 
Sensitive Costs 

McLoud’s vice president estimated that the net effect of the subscriber 
plant factor phase-down to 26 percent and the Universal Service Fund 
will be additional revenue for McLoud in 1993. Since the company’s sub- b 

scriber plant factor was less than 26 percent, it will not lose revenue 
from the phase-down. 

In 1993, McLoud would receive an estimated $16 per year per telephone 
line from the Universal Service Fund, or S1.33 per month per loop. How- 
ever, recent information from NECA indicated that revenues from the 
Universal Service Fund might not be as much as prior NFEA estimates. 

McLoud was monitoring a major regulatory policy under discussion at 
the state utility commission concerning how to handle intrastate toll set- 
tlements. Southwestern Bell had proposed a new method for intrastate 
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toll settlements. This method was similar to the originating responsi- 
bility plan being implemented in New Mexico (see apps. VII and VIII), 
but the vice president did not believe its implications for small telephone 
companies in Oklahoma would be as severe. Southwestern Bell’s pro- 
posal, according to the vice president, could create pressure to 
deaverage intrastate toll rates. 

Incr&sed Regulatory and 
Administrative Burdens 

Administrative costs had increased by about S60,OOO annually, or $.76 
per month per subscriber, because of (1) data requests from various 
organizations; (2) the need to hire consultants and specialists; (3) the 
need to comment on regulatory proposals; (4) negotiations with AT&T 

concerning billing and collection activities; and (6) state requirements. 
McLoud was also incurring additional expenses from increased travel. 

McLoud was also concerned about the difficulty of maintaining current 
accounting records since the Bell system divestiture. The vice president 
said, for example, that income statements might not reflect actual reve- 
nues for up to 24 months because of the amount of time it requires the 
industry to “true up” (reconcile actual amounts with estimates) its toll 
settlements process as operated by NECA. 

Potbntial for Increased It was too early to tell what the impact of toll rate deaveraging in 
Rural Long-Distance Rates Oklahoma might be on toll rates for rural subscribers. The impact would 

depend on the specific toll settlements plan adopted by the state utility 
commission and the telephone companies’ reaction. For example, 
McLoud would be reluctant to raise toll rates for its subscribers. 

Competitive Long-Distance Competition from MCI and US Sprint were likely in McLoud’s service 
Selnkices in Rural Areas area near Oklahoma City. The vice president also noted that McLoud . 

was adversely affected by toll resellers in the Newalla exchange area, 
who have enabled McLoud subscribers to obtain a local dial tone in 
Oklahoma City and then gain access to a long-distance carrier. Through 
this process the reseller avoided carrier access payments to McLoud. 

McLoud did not have any plans to participate in an “Oklahoma Switch” 
operation. If the economy in Oklahoma were healthier, McLoud might 
consider participation in such a venture. Since independents in 
Oklahoma would have such a small market share, the benefits of partici- 
pation in an Oklahoma Switch operation were not as significant in 
Oklahoma as in other states. (Southwestern Bell, according to the vice 
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president of finance, provides local exchange service to about 93 percent 
of the telephone subscribers in the state.) 

Technological 
Improvements in Rural 
Telephone Service 

McLoud’s plant was old and would not handle its peak traffic load. 
Microwave, radio telephone, and fiber optics were all possible new tech- 
nologies for reducing nontraffic-sensitive costs in rural areas. However, 
the only new technology the company was planning to utilize was the 
conversion to digital equipment. 

Response and J?uture McLoud was awaiting the resolution of FCC and state decisions and con- 

Plans 
sidering how these decisions would affect the company’s plans for rate 
increases. Although McLoud did not have a request before the state 
utility commission to increase rates, future rate increases were likely. 
Local rates could double in a few years, depending on federal and state 
regulatory actions. 

The vice president also noted that the uncertain environment caused by 
the poor economy in the Midwest, the increased competition in the 
industry, and the many regulatory changes at both the state and federal 
levels precluded long-range planning. Moreover, McLoud’s initiatives 
were heavily influenced by Southwestern Hell, which dominates 
Oklahoma. In other words, Southwestern Hell initiatives often put 
McLoud in a reactive mode. Nevertheless, McLoud had submitted an $8 
million loan application to REA to upgrade its plant to meet the growth 
that was occurring within the service area. 
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SUSCOMMIllEE 

wnu 
COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS 

u4B-c Il\*wD* nw” emu DUluM 
WMIIINOTON, DC 2011 S 

November 5, 1985 

The Honorable Charles A. Bowsher 
Comptroller Genera1 of the 

United States 
General Accounting Off ice 
441 G St., N.W. 
Washington, D. C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Bowsher: 

The telephone industry is rapidly changing due largely to 
advances in technology, the breakup of the Bell System and 
recent FCC regulatory decisions. This change has raised serious 
questions about the cost of local and long distance telephone 
service and the ability of many Americans to pay higher telephone 
rates. Rural areas in particular are at risk in this changing 
regulatory environment, since many of them are served by small, 
cooperatively owned or independent telephone companies with 
limited resources, small customer bases, high costs, and heavy 
dependence on long distance revenue supplied by larger carriers. 

The federal government has made legislative and financial 
commitments to providin rural Americans with affordable 
telephone service. In f 934 Congress passed the Communications 
Act promising all Americans reasonably 
The financial commitment includes some $ 

riced telephone service. 
7 billion in low interest 

Rural Electrification Administration government loans currently 
outstanding to small, rural telephone companies to develop and 
improve rural telephone service. We are concerned that federal 
regulatory changes may be undermining the security of these loans 
and undermining the fundamental commitment to provide service in 
rural America. 

We also understand that the FCC has set up a monltorlng 
program to track and evaluate the effect of its regulatory 
decisions on telephone costs and service. We request that 
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The Honorable Charles A. Bowsher 
November 5, 1985 

you examine how well this program is designed and being carried 
out, especially in regard to the monitoring of rural telephone 
service. It is also important to ascertain how the FCC plans to 
insure that adequate service and reasonable rates in rural areas 
are not jeopardized by changes it adopts before finishing its 
monitoring and reevaluation. This information would be 
particularly useful for future hearings. 

We also request that you undertake a broad review of the key 
issues and problems facing rural telephone companies and customers, 
particularly in regard to maintaining universal service at 
affordable prices. What are the major regulatory changes affecting 
rural telephone service? How are state regulatory changes impacting 
on federal regulation? What long-term problems need to be addressed 
in order to insure continued rural telephone service at reasonable 
prices? 

The questions we have posed in this letter are obviously 
broad and by no means all inclusive. Our staff will be available 
to cooperate with GAO and further define the areas of study. 
Please contact Don Gray at 225-6427 and Leo Jardot at 225-3741 
for further information and consultation. 

We look forward to your assistance on these important issues. 

Sincerely, 

4kfF&s& 
Chairman 
Subcomittee on Environment, 

Energy . and Natural 
4L9 

lenn En ish 
Chairma 
Subcom ttee on Government 

Information, Justice, 
Resources and Agriculture 
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